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UNIVERSITY CENTER — Construction progresses on the new University Center s
tudent union building on the Mur-
ray State University campus. Located south of the pedestrian overpass, construc
tion for the facility is Hartz-
Kirkpatrick Co. of Owensboro and Peck Associates is the architect. A universit
y official said, according to an April
1979 progress report, the schedule completion date for the new building will be July 
1980.
Staff Photo by Matt Sanders
Carter Administration Likely To
Adopt Wage, Price Guidelines
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter's"
administration today strongly
suggested it is likely to adopt
cumulative, two-year wage and price
guIdeilrt heFp fidit- illation, With a
goal of limiting wages to 15.5 percent
over two years.
•'Unless we receive comments with
compelling arguments to the contrary,
we intend to adopt the two-year (price)
standard with such adjustments as may
be required to overcome the problems
that we have identified," said a report
from the Council on Wage and Price
Stability.
As for wages, the council's 52-page
"issues paper" said: "The pay stan-
dard could alternatively be formulated
as a two-year, cumulative
limitation... Symmetry between the
pay and price standard may be
desirable."
The new wage goal could be 15.5
percent, the council says. This would
mean that "employee units that receive
less than the pay standard in the first
year are rewarded with a higher base
pay rate for the second year."
The current program calls for pay
increases of no more than 7 percent this
year. Price increases are to be held a
half percentage point below 1976-77
inareases.
There is no suggestion in the
document that the voluntary program
might become mandatory in the
guidelines' second year, starting Oct. 1,
or that the government is considering
the adoption of penalties to enforce the
standards.
Administration sources, who asked
not to be identified, said statements
from council chairman Alfred E. Kahn
and acting director R. Robert Russell
Aviation Administration
Gives DC-10 Certification
ROSEMONT, Ill. I API — The
Federal Aviation Administration
granted certification to the DC-10 wide-
bodied jet without having its own
employees check all pre-production
tests and design plans, an FAA official
says.
Douglas Sharman, an FAA aerospace
engineer, said Monday at a hearing of
the National Transportation Safety
Board that only a fraction of the work
approved by aircraft manufacturing
engineers designated as agents of the
FAA is actually checked by the
government agency
"There's no set percentage of the
data we receive that we have to
review," Sharman said. "We do spot
checks. We become familiar with the
work of the DERs (designated
engineering representatives) and their
performance."
The NTSB on Monday began the
second week of hearings into the cause
of the May 25 Chicago crash of an
American Airlines DC-10 that killed 273
persons, the nation's worst aviation
disaster.
State DOT Okays Installation
Of Traffic Signal At Intersection
The Kentucky DepartmEnt of
Transportation has authorized the
installation of a traffic signal at the
intersection of East Penny Road and U.
S. 641 North, according to a letter
received today by the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
The chamber had requested the
signal to help alleviate congestion at
Bill Marcum Sworn
In Friday As County
Deputy Sheriff
Bill Marcum was sworn in Friday as
a Calloway County deputy sheriff by
District Judge Sid Easley. Marcum
replaces former deputy Bobby Holmes
who resigned to join the Murray City
Pollee.
Marcum served as deputy coroner of
Calloway County prior to accepting the
new position under Sheriff Max Morris.
A native of Sikeston, Mo., Marcum and
his wife Carolyn moved to Murray in
1973 when he was employed as am-
bulance director with the Angels of
Mercy Ambulance Service. He is an
emergency medical technician.
He has served two and one-half years
as deputy coroner under former
coroner Morris and present coroner
Tommy Walker. He is also employed
with the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Marcums have one son,
Jonathan, who is 21 months old.
the intersection during peak traffic
hours when shift changes occur at
Fisher-Price Toys and Vanderbilt
Chemical Co., both located on East
Penny Road.
"Our division of traffic has placed
this work in line for installation as soon
as their workload will permit and it
should be completed in the near
future," department secretary Calvin
G. Grayson said in the letter.
The type signal requested would only
be activated during the rash-hour
traffic giving through traffic on U.S. 641
the right-of-way during the remainder
of the time.
Work toward the installation of
another recently announced signal — a
Glendale and U. S. 641 South (12th
Street) is progressing and that signal
should be installed later this year.
Two Armed Males
Rob Shirt Store
An armed robbery occurred Monday
In a shirt store in Aurora, according to
Kentucky State Police reports.
The report added two young white
males, both armed, held up the store
-and fled in a 1973 or 1975 Ford Torino.
The report also stated that they headed
east.
Additional details of the robbery were
not released by the state police
3pokasman.
would be "honest about the short-
comings of the first year."
The council was straightforward in
its "issues paper" about problems the
guidelines had encountered in -their
first year.
"Inflation has been far worse than
was anticipated when the anti-inflation
program was announced in the fall of
1978," the document said. In fact, in-
flation has been running at nearly twice
the 7.4 percent rate projected by the
administration for this year.
The council paper said, however, that
"while compliance with the standards
has not been universal, they have ef-
fectively restrained the rise of prices in
the industrial sector of the economy
and they have also helped to hold down
the increase in employment costs."
Of particular concern to the council
were cost-of-living adjustment clauses
that have given union workers larger
pay increases than non-union em-
ployees. And a price exception that
allows companies to pass along "un-
controllable costs" while holding profit
margins steady might be contributing
to rapidly rising prices, the report said.
A half-dozen options are suggested to
rectify the problems.
The council is seeking public com-
ment by Sept. 5. "Final standards are
scheduled for publication before Oct.
1," the start of the second year of the
program.
The first-year program, announced
by President Carter last Oct. 24, has
come under increasing attack from
both business and labor as inflation has
raged at an annual rate nearly double
the administration's 7.4 percent target.
However, there were kind words for
the program Monday from a House
budget panel, which released a 37-point
proposal for whipping inflation.
"The wage and price guidelines
program developed by the ad-
ministration has been more effective
than is generally perceived," the task
force report said. "It's status should be
clarified and the program supported "
The task force pointed out that there
could be dire consequences if the
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Mostly sunny hot and humid
today with a few widely scattered
thunderstorms during the af-
ternoon and evening.,High in the
mi upper 90s. Clearing
tonci*. d Warm and humid. Lows
in the low and mid 70s. Wed-
nesday mostly sunny hot and




Gasoline Prices Climbing As Local
Distributors Speculate For August
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Gasoline
has clicked past the $1 per gallon mark
in Kentucky and south Indiana, and it's
expected to keep climbing.
The Louisville Automobile Club said
the statewide average for premium in
Kentucky is 99.7 cents per gallon, with
unleaded going for 98.2 and regular at
94.9.
The club's survey of 89 stations
throughout the state found premium
ranging from 86 cents to $1.08.
Locally, Mike Baker, Kentucky Lake
Oil distributor, estimated his gas prices
around 95 to 96 cents. He said that there
have been some conversions on pumps
to accomodation a $1-a-gallon price. He
added other stations may go to half-
gallon pricing since the conversion of
all pumps may take up to a year.
Baker said he is on 75 percent
allocation for August. The percentage
is taken from the total amount of fuel
sold for the same month in 1978. The
allocation percentage procedure works
the same for other local distributors.
With school starting again this
month, Baker said it might add to the
problems of finding gas.
He distributes regular, unleaded and
premium fuel.
Dick Orr, Standard Oil distributor,
said his average pricel were around 98
cents. He speculated this month may be
as tight as June.
The Standard Oil allocation is 90
percent for August, Orr said. He
distributes regular, unleaded and
premium gas.
He added that new computers to
figure measures will have to te_in=_.
stalled into the pumps.
Ed Chrisman, Texaco distributor,
said he felt gas supplies will run short
sometime during the month. However,
he added that he thought the situation
would be no worse than June.
Chrisman said he is on 78 percent
allocation, that is 8 percent more than
his allocation for the last three months.
However, since August sales were down
last year, Chrisman said, his total gas
supply is less than the previous three
months.
Prices at his stations range from 89
cents to over $1, Chrisman said. In
some locations, gas is priced by the
half-gallon, he said. He added other
stations will soon go to that pricing also.
His stations carry regular and unleaded
fuel.
A survey by The Courier-Journal
Monday showed that nearly 60 percent
of the stations in the Louisville
metropolitan area were selling
premium gasoline for 99.9 cents per
gallon or more.
In south Indiana, more than 75 per-
cent of the stations checked were on or
above the 99.9 cent mark. The survey
included 40 stations in the Louisville
area and 15 in southern Indiana.
David Stucker, auto club spokesman,
said average gasoline prices
throughouethe state have increased by
one or two cents with each of the club's
weekly surveys.
He said that $1 a gallon prices were
scattered, with the highest being $1.08
at one station in Frankfort.
In Indiana, some stations have been
charging $1 or more for premium for at
least two weeks. Stations checked in the
Jefferson, New Albany and Clarksville,
Ind., area showed prices for premium
ranged from 97.9 to $1.07.
Eleven stations in the Louisville area
were charging more than $1 per gallon
for premium while 13 others were
charging 99.9 cents per gallon.
These 13 dealers predicted their
prices would go up a penny or more in a
matter of days.
One dealer said his price went over a
$1 a gallon Monday "but the people are
saying we've got to have it, we've got to
have it."
He said other motorists would pull in
and look at the price and then pull right
back out again. "A lot of them come
back though; it's just as expensive as
everywhere else."- ------ -
Ten of 40 stations checked in the
Louisville area reported they no longer
handled premium gasoline.
A check of 160 stations throughout
Indiana by the Hoosier Motor Club
showed premium going for an average
of $1.01 3-10th cents; unleaded for 99.5
and regular for 95.7 cents per gallon.
George Johnson, director of Ken-
tucky's weights and measures division,
said service stations can sell gasoline
by the lialf gallon, temporarily, while ,
they are replacing or modifying their
pumps to register tour digits. He said
the deadline for pump conversion is
Jan. 1.
He said, however, that dealers must
post signs explaining the half-gallon
pricing to customers and that all pumps
must be set the same - either by the
gallon or half gallon prices.
President Inspects Solar
Home In Baltimore Today
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — President
—carter, continuing a once-a-week road
.show on behalf of his energy program,
took a short train ride to Baltimore
today to inspect a renovated solar-
heated row house.
Carter scrapped plans to make the 37-
mile trip from Washington to Baltimore
by helicopter and instead took a
-regularly scheduled Amtrak train. The
change in transportation apparently
was an effort to demonstrate
presidential concern for energy con-
servation.
The president and his wife Rosalynn
rode aboard the last car, which had
been reserved for the presidential
WV.
The train arrived here on schedule at
8:38 a.m. EDT. After a greeting by city
and state officials and a crowd of 200 or
so, Carter went to the home of Genitha
Rhyne, a 30-year-old clerk for the
4-altimore department of social ser-
vices, who for $165 a month rents the
solar-heated row house that the city
rehabilitated for $40,000.
Carter later planned to inspect a
boarded-up, abandoned school that is
being converted into apartments, and
to address the national convention of
the Order of the Sons of Italy in
America.
For the latter appearance, he brought
along Benjamin Civiletti, his attorney
general-designate, a Baltimore native
of Italian descent. It is a standard
political practice to bring a Washington
celebrity back to his hometown on a
presidential visit.
With Congress on vacation, the
president is trying to use the month of
August to rally support for his energy
program, which he wants to get through
the House and Senate as quickly as
possible in the autumn.
White House staff members hope that
while they are back in their home
states, the representatives and
senators will begin teeing the heat
Carter is trying to generate for
congressional action on energy.
The recent spate of presidential
travel began with Carter's return from
the Camp David domestic summit
conference three weeks ago. It has been
directed not only at securing support
for his energy proposals but also at
building up his flagging presidency.
PVA Is Central Character In
Property Tax Assessment Drama
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
central character in the sometimes
emotional drama known as property
tax assessment is the tax assessor —
known in Kentucky as the Property
Valuation Administrator, or PVA.
To qualify for the job, "you've got to
be an administrator and a diplomat,"
jokes state Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter.
PVAs also must have thick skin, since
they come under heavy criticism at
certain times of the year.
State law requires candidates for the
local elective office to be 21 and to have
passed an examination administered
by the state Revenue Department
which includes questions about
assessment terminology and
calculation of tax rates.
Apart from an annual Revenue
Department conference, no other
training is required. However, PVAs
are encouraged by the state and by
'heir own organization to attend
periodic training sessions and
professional courses.
Considering the responsibility and
political sensitivity of the post, Ken-
tucky's requirements are minimal.
"The examination keeps out a lot of
political hacks," said Hopkins County
PVA Edwin B. McGary, president of
the Kentucky PVAs Association. "It
needs to remain and be strengthened."
McGary, who holds a bachelors
degree in business administration and
has taken several courses in property
appraisal, also believes strongly in
professional training for PVAs.
"I think there should be more
training. I favor professionalizing the
office," he said in a recent interview. "I
don't see how in the world you can
defend an assessment (you've done( by
merely driving through — a wind.41110141
appraisal."
Others have suggested that making
the tax assessor an appointed official
rather than an elected one would help
professionalize the post.
McGary disagrees, saying politics
would still enter the picture. Only in-
stead of answering to the people, the
PVA would answer to whoever ap-
pointed him — whether that's th4 fiscal
court or the governor, he said.
On the whole, McGary said, the
quality of Kentucky tax assessors has
improved over the last 30 years. But he
readily acknowledged that some don't
have the background or professional
training to do the job.
"Some PVAs can't or won't do the
job," he added. "They can't face public
criticism; they can't face the elec-
torate. Consequently they won't do it."
McGary cited the case of the Pen-
dleton County PVA as an example of
the kind of pressure tax asessors
operate under. The PVA is a very
qualified assessor who tried to bring
appraisals up to fair market value, as
required by the Kentucky Constitution,
McGary said. He was sued by a citizens
group.
McGary said one way of removing
the PVA from political pressure would
be to make the post an elective office
subject to recall. That way a PVA
would not have to run for office every
four years.
Fayette County PVA Steve Banahan
cites lack of professional training as a
major problem in achieving equity in
property assessments. Lack of mini-
power and limited budgets also ham-
string PVAs, he said
The quality of PV As varies so greatly
from county to county that it results in
inequitable levels of assessment, he
said.
In sharp contrast to Kentucky's
minimal training requirements',
California requires PVAs to be college
graduates who have completed a 60-day
training session, Banahan said.
California also has sufficient man-
power and uses a sophisticated com-
puter system. "It's probably the best in
the country," he said.
Fayette is the only county using a
computer to record assesments. It
employs eight people to appraise real
estate, but only three are professional
appraisers. Ideally, all eight would be
professionals, he said.
However, Banahan said it would be
fruitless to require that PVAs be
professional appraisers, because there
wouldn't be any candidates in some
areas.
Revenue Conunissoner Carpenter
and general property tax director
Tarleton Rogers said they favor
requiring PVAs to have professional
appraisal training or to hire
professional appraisers.
Carpenter stopped short of saying
that PVAs should be appointed
professionals, but said, "the fact that
PVAs are elected puts them under
tremendous pressure, and probably
makes it real difficult for them to do a
real efficient job."
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
chairman of the Interim Joint
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee, and the sponsor of an un-
successful bill to make the PVA office
appointive said he still thinks it's a
good idea.
.."I think the fob is basically a
professional one requiring expertise."
he said, "a job that. shouldn't be
political."
Clarke's committee is considering
legislation for the 1980 General
Assembly that would change the PVA
from an elected to an appointed official,
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Miss Julie Outland Exchanges Vows With
Mr. Jones III At First Baptist Church
.- Miss Julia Carol- Outland,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
James D. Outland of Murray.
was married to Walter R.
Jones, III, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter R. Jones, Jr., also of
Murray, on Saturday, June 23,
at 6:30 p.m. in the sanctuary
of the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
• The double ring ceremony
was performed by candlelight
with John Dale officiating
before a 15 branch brass arch
candelabrum. Two 15 candle
brass spiral candelabra were
used on either side of the arch,
and two 9 candle tree can-
delabra were used at the base
of the side stairs. A brass
uñity - candelabrum was• also
placed on the altar. The
decorative railing around the
:choir and baptistry was
'flanked with emerald jade and
candles placed at one foot
intervals. A centerpiece of
white gladioli, fujjii mums,
apricot carnations, with flat
fern and emerald jade ac-
cented the baptistry. Two
brass stands of Boston fern
were used to highlight the
stairs leading to the altar. The
family pews were marked by.
hurricane lamps with white
satin bows and ivy extending
from them.
Ron Hampton presented a
• program of music including
The Homecoming," "Always
a Woman," "Lost Without
Your Love," "Theme From
Mahogoney," and "Colour My





The processional began with
-Oh Perfect Love," and the
bride and her attendants
entered to the Bridal Chorus
from "Lohengrin." After the
wedding vows were ex-
changed and the unity candle
was lit, Mr. Hampton sang
The Lord's Prayer."
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, chose a gown
of white organza . trimmed
with chantilly and venice lace.
Lace and a fabric ruffle
designed a pinafore type yoke
forming butterfly sleeves. A
wide band of chantilly lace
underscored the high rise
waist and alternate bands of
narrow, medium, and wide
chantilly and venice circled
the flared skirt and chapel
train.
A matching headpiece of
lace held the tiered veil with
all layers etched in lace
identical to that on her dress.





Dracaena godseffiana ( gold
dust), silk apricot forget-me-
nots, entwined with a string of
pearls. The only jewelry worn
by the bride was a pair of
pearl earrings borrowed from
Mrs. Ray E. Parker.
Attending the bride as her
maid of honor was Miss Gay
Alexander. Bridesmaids were
Miss Gina Jones, sister of the
groom, and Miss Debbie
Emerson. The junior
bridesmaid was Miss Julie
Bartlett, and the flower girl
was Miss Stephannie Bartlett.
They were all from Murray.
The bridesmaids wore
identical floor length gowns of
chiffon over taffeta in a soft
apricot color. They were
deigned with a fitted bodice
and circular skirt. The dresses
tied at the shoulder and were
accented with silk venice
flowerettes and a short cape of
the chiffon material. The
junior bridesmaid and flower
girl wore matching floor
length gowns of white eyelet.
A short cape of the same
material was attached, and a
white satin sash was used to_ . .
tie a bow in the back.
The bridesmaids carried
nosegays of white pixie car-
nations, cushion poms, baby's
breath, and - asparagus
sprerigeri. Their nosegays
were dotted with silk forget-
me-nots of the apricot color
with white satin streamers.
The flower girl carried a white
wicker basket with a bouquet
sof the silk forget-me-not
attached to it. The basket was
filled with white rose petals
which she dropped along the
aisle.
Mike Outland served Mr.
Jones as best man. Groom-
smen were Craig Suiter and
Keith Tabers, all of Murray.
David Outland, brother of the
bride, served as junior
groomsman. The boutonnieres
for the groom and his
groomsmen were a cluster of
' stephanotis and silk apricot
'forget-me-nots, attached to
ivy.leaves.
Guests were seated by Jay
Kaneta, Paducah, and Kenny
Jackson, Murray, cousins of
the groom.
Mrs. Joe Piscatelle.
Mayfield, kept the guest
register which was placed in
the vestibule of the church. A
bud vase containing a bouquet
of flowers was placed on the
glass top brass table, and was
later thrown by the bride at
the reception.
For fier daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Outland was attired in a
formal gown of mint green
chiffon designed with a fitted
midriff, accented with a self
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fabric bow at the waist. The
scoop neck and a-line skirt
were complemented with a
capelett split chiffon sleeve of
the same color. She wore
matching accessories.
Mrs. Jones, mother of the
,groom, chose to wear.a formal
gown of yellow chiffon. The V-
neck bodice and full skirt was
offset by a cummerbund at the
fitted waist and angel sleeves
of the same fabric. Mrs. Jones
choose beige accessories to
complete her ensemble.
Both mothers had corsages
of yellow throated cymbidiurn
orchids.
Mrs. Lowell Outland,
Murray, and Mrs. E. D.
Bodine, Pearland, Tx.,
grandmothers of the bride,
and Mrs. Walter Jones, Sr.,
and Mrs. Hubert Jackson,
both of Murray, grandmothers
of the groom, were all
presented corsages of fujjii
mums, stephanotis, green




the reception at the Murray
Woman's Club immediately
following the ceremony. The
sidewalk leading into the club
house was lined with white
hurricane lamps, each having
a white satin bow on it. Pots of
white mums were placed by
the front door.
The bride's table was
covered with a white floor
length satin cloth. Centering
the table was an arrangement
of white fuji mums, shasta
daisies, carnations, and
greenery.
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated as three
stacked white wicker baskets,
each containing hand made
roses and daisies constructed
from icing, matching the color
scheme of the wedding. Fruit
punch of the apricot color was
served from a silver punch
bowl. Silver and crystal ap-
pointments were also used to
serve assorted mints, nuts,
melon balls, and finger san-
dwiches.
A coffee floor length satin
cloth draped the groom's table
which was centered with an
arrangement of fresh fruit in a
crystal and brass teired bowl.
Frosted chocolate cake, ac-
cented with fresh fruit and the
groom's initials was served.
Punch was served from a
crystal punch bowl, and an
assortment of cheese and
other party foods were
available for the guests to
enjoy.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Joe Piscatelle, Mayfield,
Miss Amy Harrison, Paducah,
Miss Janie Flora, Miss Sharon
Fandrich, Miss Sherri
Requarth, Mrs. Anna
Requarth, Mrs. Eddie Rollins,
and Mrs. Kenny Collins, all of
Murray. Each was presented
a corsage of white carnations.
Ron Hampton played
selections on the piano during
the reception. The mantle was
decorated with an
arrangement . of various
apricot silk flovrers in a brass
vase. White satin rose rice
bags were arranged in a white
wicker basket and placed on a
white wicker table in the foyer
of the Club House. Cake boxes
containing the groom's cake
were placed on a white wicker
tea cart for the guests to take-
home. The rice bags and cake






























the guests by Misses
Stephannie and Julie Bartlett.
For her going away en-
semble, Miss Outland choose
to wear a straight split skirt
black linen, and a white linen
jacket. Her blouse was black
and white and the ensemb:e
was accented with a wide
yellow belt and matchirg
—*mess-pries. 
After a wedding trip to
Florida, the couple is now
residing in Murray.
Out of town guests included,
Mrs. Joe Piscatelle, Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Kaneta, and
Todd, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brown, Paducah; Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon McCree, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Oliver,
Mayfield; Mrs. Robert
Motheral, Lynnville; Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Johnson, Betsy and
Kevin, Sedalia; Dr. and Mrs.
Randall Harper, Scott and
Glenn, San Antonio, Tx.; Miss
Amy Harrison, Paducah;
Miss Gail Humphrey, St.
Louis, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Tom
- Po-well:Mai/fed; -Mike York,
Paris, Tenn.; .Jimmy Carter,
Whitesville. .Mr. gnd Mrs.
Danny Jackson, Dena and
Danny, Paducah; Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Motheral,
Sedalia; Mrs. Bea Tapp,
Paducah; Mrs. E. D. Bodine.
Pearland, Tex.; Mrs. Pam
Carter, Friendswood, Tex.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter R. Jones, Jr.,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held at Dakota_ Feed
and Grain, Murray.
The center table was
covered with a beige linen
cloth and centered with an
arrangement of daisies, fuji
mums, and greenery. Covers
were laid for 26 guests in-
cluding the wedding party and
family members.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present their at-
tendants with gifts of ap-
preciation.
North Fork News--
Revival Closes At Church;
Many Visitors At Homes
Hy Mrs. R. D. Key
July 30, 1979
The revival closed Sunda
night, July 22, at the No&
Fork Baptist Church with the
Rev. Eldon Byrd doing the
preaching. This was also a sad
week for the church members
as we lost two of our members
by death, Vernon Hugh
Paschall and Mrs. Holice
Grooms, who will be sadly
missed.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertha'
Grooms and daughter. Kim,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Crane,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Grooms,
Detroit, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Tarkington and
children, 'Dayton, Ohio, were
here for the funeral of Mrs.
Grooms.
R. D. Key returned home
from the hospital on July 18.
Visitors in to see him over the
weekend were Mrs. Gloria
Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes,
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes and
Bryan, Bob Pulse, Buster
Paschall, Leslie Wood, and
Mrs. Fannie Jackson. Mr. Key
is able to be back in church
and attended the weekend
revival.
Several from Oak Grove
Baptist Church attended the
revival at North Fork on
Thursday night. Jimmy Key's
quartet brought special music
in song with Mrs. Wanda
Smith at the piano.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and son, Kenny, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam, were guests of Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mr. and Mrs. Hope Key at-
tended church at Central
Point Baptist Church last
Sunday night and heard the
Rev. Glynn Orr speak and
show slides on The Holy Land.
Mrs. Billy Paschall and
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke Sunday afternoon.
Carnol Boyd was admitted
the Henry County Hospital
Saturday. Visitors in to see
him were Jerry Boyd and son,
Mr. and Mrs David Boyd and
son, Bobby, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were supper guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Saturday
night. Enroute home they
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ellis and
Robert Thursday night.
About 40 persons attended
the ice cream supper held at
the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
James Phelps Saturday night






scheduled to have surgery on
Wednesday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sykes, Ron
Myers, and Mary Grace
Morris enjoyed a cook out at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes and Brian in honor
of Henry Sykes' 73rd birthday.
Mrs. Sadie Bury returned
home from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was cared for in
the home of a sister, Mrs.
Henry Sykes and Mr. Sykes,
until she was able to return to
her home. Visitors in to see
her were the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and son, Mich,
Hafford Cooper, R. D. Key,
Mrs. Era Childers, Mrs.
Estelle Brisendine, Mrs.
Nellie Jobe, Mrs. Judy
Summers and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Marcus Hill, Bro. and
Mrs. Hattie Cook, Mr. ad Mrs.
Tony Sykes and son, Brian,
Ron Myers, Mrs. Gail Morris
and Mary Grace, Bro. Don
Park, Mrs. Laverne Smith,
Mrs Beulah Lamb, Mrs. Eva
Thurman, Mrs. Opal Hill,
Mrs. Annie Adams, Mrs. Murl
McSwain, 'Mrs. Oiva Huie,






MRS. HARGIS HONORED — All ten of *he living children and their families were pre-
sent recently to honor their mother, Mrs. Lucille Hargis, pictured in center on middle
row, at her home in the Faxon Community. Mrs. Hargis, who was home from the
hospital for the family event, had her 76th birthday on Aug. 5, and her husband. Ar-
thur, died 10 years ago. Children pictured left to right, with their mother, were, front
row, Buel Hargis, Mrs. !von (Treva) Falwell, Mrs. Anne Weaks, middle row, Mrs, Homer
(Geneva) Nicholson, Mrs. Hargis, Mrs. C. D. (Mary Lou) Morris, back row, Russell
Hargis, Wells Hargis, Ronnie Hargis, Mrs. Jimmy (Patsy) Cherry, and Mrs. Dupree
(Jayne) Holden. Buel, the oldest son, and wife, Ernestine, live at Almo Heights; Geneva,
oldest daughter, and her husband; Homer Nicholson, Sumpter, S. C.; Treva and her
husband, !von Falwell, are moving back to Michigan; Russell lives at home with his
mother; Mary Lou and husband, C.D. Morris, live in the Liberty Community; Wells and
wife, Sue, reside in Louisiana; layhe and Husband, Dupree Holden, live in Memphis,
Tenn.; Anne lives in Walled Lake, Mich.; Patsy and husband Jimmy Cherry, live near
Murray; Ronnie and wife, Aletta, live in the Shiloh Community. Several grandchildren
and great grandchildren attended. Her brother, Dub Russell and wife, Katherine, from
Murray were also present.
Gout and arthritis
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Will
you please explain the dif-
ference between arthritis
and gout? Is Indocin the best
thing for either? My doctor
gives no encouragement in
either case. My husband has
gout and takes Indocin.
DEAR READER — Gout_ 
is caused by -high levels -of -
uric acid production by your
own body cells. Uric acid
salts can cause acute in-
flammation of the toe. On a
long-term basis, it can settle
in joints and cause gouty
arthritis. Thus, gout is the
cause of one type of
arthritis.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 2-3 on
gout and uric acid to give
you more information about
this problem. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents in check or coin with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Arthritis includes a long
list of conditions. The two
main forms of arthritis are
RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Voris San-
derson returned home Friday
after a two weeks' visit with
their son and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Sanderson and




Mr. and Mrs. Terry Doss.
Murray Route 7, announce the
birth of a baby boy, Troy
Ryan. weighing eight pounds
four ounces, measuring 20'2
inches, born on Saturday, July
28, at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The father is employed with
South Central Bell Telephone
Company. and the mother is
on leave as secretary of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Grandparents are Dr. and
Mrs. W. T. Doss, Murray
Route 7, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
W. Graves, 1513 Canterbury,
Murray. Great grandparents
are Nathan R. Doss,
Hopkinsville, Mrs. Earl E.
Tisdale, Murray Route 7, and
Mr. and Mrs. Escle Rials,
Bardwell.
osteoarthritis, the degenera-
tive type most often seen in
people past middle age, and
the other common type is
rheumatoid arthritis which
is a generalized disease as-
sociated with inflammation
of the joints.
There are a lot of other.
causes for arthritis, includ-
ing gonorrhea, and at one
time tuberculosis was a
common cause. Stated an-
other way, arthritis can be a
complication of a number of
different inflammatory dis-
eases.
Indocin is used to control
an acute attack of gout. It is
one of several medicines
used for this purpose. It is
also useful in a number of
inflammatory conditions
which includes some cases
of rheumatoid arthritis. As
in gout, there are many
other medicines that are
commonly used in different
forms of arthritis and the
choice of the medication to
be used depends upon which
type of arthritis it is and the
overall condition of the
patient.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- What
can a person do if he swal-
lows air and can't help it? I
tried everything to stop but
my mouth gets full of saliva
and becomes very tense and
itchy. I have to stop, but how
do I go about it? My stomach
is bloated and I feel full all
the time, even when I
haven't eaten. It may not be
a serious problem but it
really bothers me.
DEAR READER It's
uncomfortable to be full of
gas, regardless of whether
it's in swallowing air or
some other cause. My first
suggestion would be that you
should see a physician. He
might be able to give you
some medicine that will help
keep your mouth dry and
stop the excess formation of
saliva. That way you won't
have to swallow all the time.
The fact that you swallow
air and produce lots of saliva
suggests to me that you
might be a little on the tense
side. He may be able to help
you with your tension prob.
lems.
Aside from those mea-
sures, my best suggestion le
to learn to walk around with
an eraser between your
teeth, at least while you're
at home and out of public
view. It's hard to swallow
when you're holding an
eraser between your teeth
and that will alert you to the
fact that you are swallowing
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ohth Gorbr Bread ood ' Pr,ce
Corrh,rint,on Solod tooth Me0,
Tuesday, Aug. 7
Murray Assembly- W.—It—
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Street. This
is open to all interested per-
sons.
Reservations for ladies
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Oaks Country Club should be
made by 'today with Margot
McIntosh or Inalou Francis.
Wednesday, Aug. 8
Special program on "Pet
Safety" by Carol Barrett of
the Hum- 'ne Society • of
Calloway County has been




Methodist Church WOmen are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens including craft club at
1 p.m., blood pressure clinic at
12 noon, birthday party for all
persons with August bir-
thdays, library program, and
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
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AREA METHODISTS recently participated in the_annualPfiyer andlible Conference held at Lake 
Junaluska, North
Carolina. Activities induded attendance at the World Methodist Sunday service led by the Rev. Donald 
English,
president of the British Methodist Church. The opening sermon for the Conference was led by Dr. Glos
ter Udy
from Australia. Exploratory group topics included Prayer; Bible Searching The Holy Spirit; "Priesting" in the 
Family,
Devotional Writing and Prayer-Journaling. Participants were: from left, first row, Mrs. C. C. Farless, Mr
s. Irma
LaFollette, Mrs. Euva Alexander, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Herschel Pace, Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Lowell Palm
er, Mrs.
Robert Farless, second row, C. C. Farless, Leonard Vaughn, Herschel Pace, Max Hurt, Lowell Palmer, Maurice 
Hum-
phreys and the Rev. Robert Farless. Photo By Kaye Peebles
Community Calendar Events
Wednesday, Aug. 8
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
at church for a picnic at 6
p.m.; Wesleyan at home of
Mrs. Bob Farless for supper at
6:30 p.m.
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf
and bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
luncheon et 12 noon.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at 8:30 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Solar
Cooking from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
and 'Who's Who In The Plant
Family? at 2 p.m., both at
Center Station; Put'n Up Food
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850 ; Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm.
Murray Country Club ladies
day events will include golf
and tennis in the morning and
luncheon at 12 noon.
Thursday, Aug. 9
Tenth Gala Douglass
Homecoming will open with a




perform at Lake Barkley
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Safety" yelll be presented by
Andy Wilson of the TVA Land
Between the 'Lakes at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 10:30 a.m. All in-
terested persons are invited.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45
Ellis Community Center will
be open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Thursday, Aug. 9
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodgehall.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World is scheduled to meet at
6 p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Put'n Up
Food from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850: Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm;
Nature's Pantry at 2 p.m. and
Hayride with fee of $1 and
reservations by 1 p.m. at 6:30
p.m., both at Center Station.
By Abigail Van Buren
She Bares Past,
Finds a Future
'IiEAR ABBY: From time ,.to time you print a letter from a
woman asking if she should revear to her fiance that she isn't
a virgin, I say, take the risk and tell him. If he drops her, it
will hurt, but she will be spared a difficult marriage. A man
who is rigid on virginity is bound to have rigid attitudes
about everything else. If he feels he must have a perfect
bride, will he settle for less than a perfect wife?
I had an abortion at age 18. In subsequent years there
were other boyfriends. The ones I wanted to marry, I told. It
seemed I was always saying goodbye until finally a man
came along who said. "Forget it. The past doesn't mailer. As
far as I'm concerned, our lives began the day we met."
This man was worth the wait. We've been married for 25
years and I have never known the fear of wondering what
my husband would do when he found out I wasn't perfect;
he's known all along.
Acceptance "as is" is the most beautiful compliment a
man can give his wife. It's wonderful to know that one
doesn't have to be perfect to be loved.
HAPPY "AS IS" IN BON ITA. CALIF.
DEAR HAPPY: One who is loved has probably earned it.
Congratulations.
DEAR ABBY: We read with interest the letter regarding
kids who love loud music, much to the dismay of their
parents.
There is another group of offenders. I refer to church
organists who pull out all the stops and play at a volume that
actually makes your ears ache!
Our hearing is normal. We don't need to have that kind of
volume to hear.
Sometimes we can hardly wait to get out of church. In
fact, we have actually quit going to one church for this
reason.
When we mentioned this to one organist, she took it as a
personal criticism of her playing and wag quite miffed.
Perhaps a word in your column would be more effective. I
hope so.
C.E. IN ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.
DEAR C.E.: I hear you loud and clear. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: We also had the problem of loud music at
our house. My parents used to complain that my stereo was
too loud. They were of another generation and didn't
understand that rock and disco have to be played loud or
they're not effective.
My grandmother solved the problem last Christmas when
she bought me a stereo headset! Now I can turn up my
stereo at 'high volumes without disturbing anybody. Pass
this along.
MICKY
DEAR MICK V: Wearing • headset may protect other
eardrums from being assaulted, but what about your own?
Audiologists Ispecialists who test hearing) inform me that
they are now seeing an alarming number of people with
serious hearing impairment due to constant exposure to
loud music.
DEAR ABBY: How does one address mail to a husband
and wife who are both doctors'?
MRS. J.F.
DEAR MRS. F.: Address mail to Drs. John and Jane Doe.
•
Gettiai married? Whether you want a formal church
weddissi Of a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, gel
Abby's mew booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding
Said $1 sad a leag, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Small Deposit Holds — On Layaway
MEN & BOYS WINTER
OUTERWEAR
Dress and casual styles
1 0% r  (ft
ENTIRE
Select Group MEN & BOYS
SPORT & KNIT SHIRTS
STOCK
fabulous assortment of styles
and colors - all easy care
fabrics, sizes boy's 8-18,
Men thru X-Iarge Original retail
% OFF
All Famous Name Quality
MEN'S DRESS SLACKS
Select your favorites -
all-texturized polyester for
long wear and easy care,





Bottoms- Boys size 34
to Men s 11
ViSe
LERMANS SHOP EARLY!Use Our Convenient Layaway
back Av to Awsehool
YOUNG MEN'S JEANS,
JACKETS & SHIRTS
Stylish dude for the classroom at super savings.














JEANS Regular Er slim, 8-18
8'
95°







MEN'S WESTERN $1299  
SHIRTS
BOY'S LEVI'S LONG SLEEVE



































JEANS THAT SAY IT
ALL FROM THE
JUNIOR SHOP
In class or ourthey
grade with kids and mom alike. A 00




Solid colors, junior cut,


















Small Deposit Holds — On Layaway
The Weather Story
LADIES ALL-WEATHER COATS
See the latest fashions - some with zip and liner,
machine washable Fortrel-Polyester, many styles and

















Popular Seam free cross over
Fiberfill lined Adjustable stretch
traps, stretch sides and back
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How Much Is Enough
For Past Presidents?
More and more taxpayers,
and members of Congress too,
are becoming disenchanted
with the millions of dollars be-
ing spent by the federal govern-
ment to keep our two past
presidents living in the style to
which they became accustom-
ed in the White House.
Richard M. Nixon and Gerald
Fiard,_both millionaires in their
own right, receive huge sums
each year for pensions, travel
pay, protection, housing and
other allowances which makes
the total cost run into ses.;en
figures. Should Jimmy Carter
not make it back into the White
House in 1980, he would join the
exclusive and expensive list of
millionaires the public is taking
care of.
More recently, Congressional
critics are beginning to ques-
tion the cost of providing
security for living presidential
widows, a cost estimated to ex-
ceed $2 million, of which
$600,000 goes for Secret Service
agents' salaries.
Widows of presidents who
receive round-the-clock protec-
tion by Secret Service agents
now ,include Bess Truman,
Mamie Eisenhower and Lady
Bird Johnson. Mrs. Johnson
travels a lot, and her protection
costs more than the others. On
a recent trip to Gileece she was
accompanied by at least 10
federal officers. Since she
travels first class, the agents do
too, and they reportedly spent
$30,000 on that one trip.
Mrs. Eisenhower and Mrs.
Truman spend most of their
time at home, so the agents who
guard them mostly do errands.
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
doesn't get government protec-
tion, since she forfeited her
rights to it when she remarried.
Bible Thought
. . .The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34 : 6.
Our God is also as strict as
hell. Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.
Business Mirror
Lady Bird Johnson is a multi-
millionaire, Mrs. Eisenhower is
also a. millionaire. Mrs.
Truman is well to do, but not in
the millionaire class. Critics
say they could all afforl to hire
their own protection, par-
ticularly Lady Bird and
Mamie.
Those who serve as president
of our country perform the
most demanding duty of
anyone in public life. Whether
they do a good, fair or poor job
at it, they deserve to be paid a
good pension and given ample
protection after they leave of-
fice. Widows of presidents
should also get protection, at
least for several years after
their husbands die or have been
out of office.
The question is, are we going
overboard *with taxpayer's
money in providing expresiden,
tial millionaires like Ford and
Nixon, both of whom live in the
lap of luxury already, with fan-
tastic sums from the federal
.treasury? And hoildwê- 'Send
federal agents traipsing around
the world with Lady Bird
Johnson at taxpayer's expense,
when she is probably among
the nation's richest women?
While the total expense for
living past president,s __and
widows of others is not all that
much in the total budget, some
restrictions and belt-tightening
would make a lot of taxpayers
feel better, particularly those
who are having a hard time
making ends meet with infla-
tion and high taxes taking such






NEW YORK (AP) — Rules of thumb
have always guided homebuyers, and
now a new one seems to have been
added: Buy now.
The old rules still _offer some
guidance. You shouldn't, one rale says,
spend for a house more than 2b2 times
your annual income. Your monthly
charges should consume no more than a
week's pay, admonishes another.
The new rule, which probably has
been as responsible as any single factor
in prolonging the home-buying binge,
advises you to bend the old rules, to buy
now even if you stretch the budget to
breaking
It maintains that high prices today
will be higher tomorrow, and that if you
don't buy now you'll be in worse shape
next year. It tells you to suffer a tight
budget now for bountiful rewards in
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"By all means buy now," said Jack
Carlson when presented a typical
situation, that of a young couple
debating whether to commit then-
selves or wait until interest rates fell
fr2m their record-high levels.
Carlson may have special reasons for
such advocacy; he is executive vice
president and chief economist of the
National Association of Realtors, whose
706,000 members depend on sales for a
living.
But Carlson isn't alone. Many lenders
also believe that interest rates will fall
so slowly, and prices will continue to
rise so swiftly, that the buyer will come
out thousands of dollars ahead of the
delayer.
Thinking of this sort, you may con-
clude, is itself inflationary. In keeping
1—with generally accepted economic
principles, sales usually decline as
prices and borrowing costs rise. But not
always.
In housing, for example, many
buyers have been attracted by lid*
rising prices. Instead of being
frightened off, they are drawn to what
they see as a chance to make money —
or to at least avoid losing it.
Price increases have been
astonishing. The house that sold for
$28,800 in 1973 sold for $55,900 in 1979.
And Realtors expect price increases to
be math:dined in the double-digit range
for at least a year.
But some day, warn critics, the
supply-demand balance will be rein-
stated. Never is history, they point out,
have prices continued in a straight line.




-Murray Is In For A Rare Treat
With The Drum-Bugle Corps Show
For those who know what it's all
about, the appearance tomorrow night
of five of the country's top drum and
bugle corps at Roy Stewart Stadium
will be a dream come true. They say we
are in for a rare treat, and the more I
learn about it, the more I believe them.
Included in the five is the champion
corps of them all, the Santa Clara
(Calif.) Vanguard —three times in-
ternational champions in the last five
years. The others are: The Guardsmen
from Schaumberg, Ill.; the Kilts frory
Racine, Wisc.; the Oakland Crusaders
from Toronto, Canada; and the
Troopers from Casper, Wyo.
The five are among 12 such groups
which have been performing and
competing in --Sidle 68 such shows
across the country this summer in
preparation for their international
championship show August 18 in Bir-
mingham, Ala.
++++++
Since last October, J. D. and Kay
Outland, 1108 Circararna Drive, have
had more than a passing interest in
Drum Corps International, the corps'
parent organization. Since that time,
their daughter, Sharon, 18 and a 1979
graduate of Murray High, has been
playing soprano bugle with the touring.
140-member Phantom Regiment out of
Rockford, 111.
Like all the other crops, Sharon's
group is a non-profit organization made
up of dedicated young musicians 15 to
21 years of age. Rehearsals for their
shows is a neverending process.
From last October when Sharon
learned of an opening in the Rockford
corps, applied for it and got it, she has
been totally committed to helping make
her group No. 1 in the nation.
Once the national competition is over,
the group will return to its base city to
begin planning and rehearsing for the
next year's show. In the fall they will go
their separate ways to their own high
schools, jobs, colleges or what-have-
you, but the kids who live nearby will
meet twice a week throughout the year
while the "out-of-state" members like
Sharon come in once a month for
"weekend camp."
++++++
For the Outlands, this has meant 475-
mile trips one way once a month or
wintertime flights into Chicago's
O'Hare International not knowing at
times if it would be open to air traffic all
weekend because of snow and ice.
Sharon has studied for a high school
chemistry exam in a motel room with
102 degrees fever. She has left her
family and friends during Christmas
holidays to go to the Rockford corps'
"winter camp," and the day after she
graduated from Murray High she left
for a small Illinois town to move in with
a family she had never met to begin a
summer of touring shows with the
Phantom Regiment.
Last night, her corps performed in
Louisville. Tonight, they are per-
forming in Evansville in a five-corps
show much the same as the one here
tomorrow night.
Sharon receives no pay whatsoever
for performing with her group. The
prize money a group receives at each
performance goes towards its ex-
penses. The only "pay" the kids get is
the applause they receive.
Touring with a corps is no vacation.
The day begins at any hour. In fact, the
kids often wonder what day it is and
where they are.
Say, for example, their "day" starts
in the evening with the show. Many
times, the youngsters do not see the
other corps perform, so they don't know'
firsthand the competition they face.
They only know they want to be -the
best" and each must give 100 percent
for 13 minutes in performance to
achieve that.
After a performance, it's back to the
school where the corps has been housedfor showers and supper. Many times
they load up as late as 2 a.m. for a five
to 12-hour bus ride to the site of the next
show.
Sometimes, it is the next day before
equipment, luggage, supplies and
sleepy youngsters are unloaded, given
a few hours rest and then called upon to
get ready for another show. A gym floor
can feel like a Beauty Rest mattress
after a few rounds of that!
Then it's breakfast, or lunch, and
another round of showers before the
corps takes the practice field in all
kinds of weather -- stopping only for
meals. After that, everyone dresses in
complete uniform for a final rehearsal
before leaving for the show, after which
they eat, show, reload the equipment
and hit the road again.
The luxuries of life-feelthe kids in the
corps on tour are the conditions of the
practice fields, cool nights and shower
facilities.
Not to be confused with any bunch of
wandering nomads without purpose of
direction, each corps' travel
arrangesnents and Ilvingconditions are
carefully worked out by its director
months in advance.
Pleasant surprises crop up along the
way, too, like in Ypsilanti, Mich., when
the Chamber of Commerce treated
Sharon's corps — 180 people in all — to
an evening meal at McDonalds. Also,
the Baskin-Robbins folks in the same
city treated them to free ice cream.
Frequently, local and thoughtful band
parents treat them waif homemade
cookies.
Tomorrow night's big show at
Stewart Stadium begins at 7:3(1 p.m.,
and is one of 17 in which the Inter-
national Champion Santa Clara
Vanguard is appearing this year. From
Murray, the corps will appear in
Atlanta, Chattanooga and Jacksonville,
Fla., before going for the marbles in the
international windup at Birmingham.
It should be something to see • —
tomorrow night's show — and director
David Wells and the Murray State
Racer band, which is sponsoring the
show, are to be commended for getting




One can hardly find a better
statement on human limitations than
this one from the third century (BC)
Taoist philosopher Chuang Tzu:
He who is bent upon putting the
world around him in order cannot
be certain that the world will ac-
cept his rule, but may be sure that
his own life will be disagreeable.
Chuang Tzu then adds his conviction
that, where personal happiness is
concerned, it is best to play the odds
He who is bent only upon enjoying
life cannot be certain that the
world will therefore be disordered,
but he may be sure that he himself






1822-1916 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
topolnikl, Ills
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With all the advancement and the much heralded relief to be
expected in the Planters Protective Association efforts in the sales
of tobacco, the market continued to deteriorate despite the labors
since the Association's birth in 1904. Only 35 per cent of the total
crop in the entire district was under the control of the Association.
Felix G. Ewing, president, explained that those outside the Associa-
tion were benefitted as much as members. After the first year
of the Association prices rose sharply for two successive years. Con-
sequently non-members as well as members increased acreages, as
much as one-fourth, plummeting the market sales to low levels once
again. Tobacco sold in 1884 for a national average of $14.94 for
the highest price in old records; in 1874 for $11.80; in 1887 for
$10.60; in 1908 for $10.30, and for the next four years at $9.90
averages. The end of the Association was in sight. Farmers must await
the government controls of the Great Depression to lift the farmer
out of the slough of despair.
National averages as far back as 1864 recall to mind that two
nationally famous war veterans died during the 1912 year when
Callowayans heard that the last Revlutionary War veteran, Daniel B.
Blakeman, 109 year old resident of Freedom, N. t, and the last
veteran of the War of 1812, Hiram Cronk, 105 years of age, died
during the year.
So did the gray line of Civil War veterans in Calloway County
grow fainter by the year with the announcement of the death of
B. F. Stroud, well known citizen and Confederate veteran, at the
age of 71 years at his home west of town in 1912. So did J. H.
Fields, a Confederate veteran but whose reputation had been asso-
ciated with Fields Livery Stable and Feed Store for many years,
succumbed at the age of 72 years. Mr. Fields had disposed of his
livery and feed store about two years before his death in 1912.
Tom Brandon, the popular east sider who had successfully operated
Brandon's Mill for many years, died at home near McCuiston School
House.
To Be Continued
Editor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
of 'The Story of Calloway County, 1822-1976" to be printed, the
-authors request that prospective buyers- indicate iturnber of books
. desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any money!
Printing is to begin this fall and cOrnpletion anticipated by Septem-
ber, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, .Ky. 42071.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A trophy for outstanding main-
tenance and general appearance waa
presented to Kenlake Park Hotel
yesterday by the Kentucky Department
of Parks. Aubrey Woodruff is main-
tenance foreman and James L. Pello is
superintendent of the Kenlake State
Park.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bessie
Cole, 77.
Two of Murray State University's
distinguished alumni—M. 0. Wrather
and Harry Lee Waterfield—will be
awarded honorary doctorate degrees at
the MSU summer commencement
tomorrow'.
W. T. Patterson has been named
assistant basketball coach and head
baseball coach at Calloway County
High School.
Don Shelton, standout grid star of the
1968 Murray High School Tigers'
football team, will play halfback in the
1969 Kentucky Coaches Clarity All Star
Football game at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, on Aug. 9.
A West Kentucky Horseman's
Association Horse Show will be held at
the Wranglers Riding Club on Aug. 9.
20 Years Ago
Philip Shelton has been named
director of the Murray College High
School Band for the 1959-60 school year.
He is a sophomore at Murray State
College and studies French horn with
Prof. Paul Shahan.
Deaths reported include Chesley
Paschall, 71, Harry' B. Rhodes, 70,
Arthur G. Coyle, 77, and Mrs. Mary
Armstrong, 88.
The Rev. Hpgh Kelso will be the
evangelist at th revival services to be
held at the North Pleasant Gove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
according to the Rev. Edd Glover,
church pastor.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Dossett and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard White.
Home seasoned sausage is listed at 19
cents per pilind.an the ad for Parker's
Food Markerthis week'. .
30 Years Ago
The Calloway County Fair will be
held from Aug. 10 to 12 at the Murray
City Park.
Mary Miller Ellis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Shannon Ellis of Calloway
County, was chosen as a medal camper
of the annual West Kentucky 4-H Club
Camp held at Murray State College.
The Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Association Benefit Card
Party was held despite the rain that
caused it to be moved from the original
place, the lawn of the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Zelna Carter. PTA officials ex-
pressed appreciation to Mr. and Mrs.
Carter and their next door neighbors,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hale, who invited
the players to their homes for the party.
The marriage of Sally Jane Nance,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Forrest Nance of New Concord, to John
Joseph Livesay was solemnized on July
30 at Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr of Detroit,




By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 7, the 219th
day of 1979. There are 146 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 3789, the U.S. War and
Navy departments were established.
On this date:
In 1941, Soviet planes carried out
their first bombing raids against Berlin
in World War II.
In 1942, U.S. Marines landed on
Guadalcanal in the Pacific.
In 1957, a federal grand jury in New
York indicted Colonel Rudolf Abel as a
Soviet spy.
In 1960, the Ivory Coast became In-
dependent of France. In 1963,
America's first lady, Mrs. John F.
Kennedy, gave birth to a son at the Otis
Air Force Base Hospital on Cape Cod.
The infant died two days later.
In 1968, former Vice President
Richard Nixon was nominated for
President on the first ballot at a
Republican National Convention in
Miami Beach.
Ten years ago: The Justice Depart-
ment abandoned its case against Dr.
Benjamin Spock after an appeals court
reversed his conviction on a charge of
conspiring to perusade young men to
avoid the military draft.
Five years ago: The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee cleared Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger of allegations
he had misled the committee on his role
In the wiretapping of 17 officials and
newsmen
One year ago: The House approved
funds for a new nuclear aircraft carrier
despite President Carter's opposition to
Its construction.
. Today's birthdays: Outfielder Steve
Kemp of the Detroit Tigers is 25 years
old. Writer and publisher Ma's
Wojciechowska is 52.
Thought for today: The man who
listens to reason is lost.' Reason en-
slaves all whose minds are not strong
enough to master her — George Ber-
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Computer Use in the Home
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If you had a nice, little home
computer, you could perk the
coffee before you got up, bal-
ance your checkbook, keep a
running total of income tax de-
ductions, and play a game of
chess with someone even if you
were home all alone
You wouldn't have to remem-
ber anyone's birthday or when
to service the car or the ex-
po-anon dates on warranties.
The computer would keep track
of all this, and store all your
credit card numbers as well.
Some pipe dream, you may
reply. Maybe, if you were
wealthy, with a degree in com-
puter programming as well.
Though it's natural to be skep-
tical about computers and you,
in this case the skepticism may
be misplaced.
According- to a number of
computer experts, the routine
use of computers in the home is
just around the corner. Today,
a home computer system is
available to the consumer at
prices ranging from 0100 to $1,-
000, depeoding on the sophis-
tication of the system
Edwin Schlossberg, co-author
of a recent book on hozne com-
puters, predicts that prices will
go down as dramatically in the
next 14 years as they have in
the 14 years which have just
passed.
"Fourteen years ago, a so-
phisticated computer cost
$40,000," Schlossberg explained
recently. "The same functions
can be carried out in a comput-
er available today for $1,400.
And another one just as good
will soon be introduced. It's go-
ing to sell for $695."
Manufacturing improvements
are being made so fast in the
computer field that by the time
someone decides to buy a com-
puter and chooses the one to
buy, another one twice as good
may be out.
Should you rush right out to
your local home computer store
to buy a computer? Even
though nowadays in most
areas, there really are such
stores specializing in selling
home computers to hobbyists
and small businessmen, no you





Do trees and shrubbery near
a house reduce the intensity of
outside noise heard inside the
house?
Many authorities have said so
for years. Robert B. Newman,
Pr o f e s so r of Architectural
Technology at Harvard Univer-
sity, says they are wrong.
Rather than attempt to inter-
pret his viewpoint, I decided to
let him give his opinions on the'
subject in his own words. Here
they are
"From time to time, articles
appear in newspapers and oth-
er publications stating that
plant materials have 'the abili-
ty to act as acoustical baffles,
deflecting sound waves, chang-
ing their direction and reducing
their intensity.' Also, that
'properly installed in sufficient
quantity, these plantings are
said to reduce loud noises by as
much as 60 percent.' Unfortu-
nately, trees and shrubs do al-
most nothing to reduce the
transmission of outdoor noise.
"Outdoors, the loudness of
noise from a source decreases
with distance. If, for example,
you triple the distance say
from 100-feet from the source
to 300-feet away, the noise is
reduced to about half its pre-
vious loudness But it is often
impossible to get far enough
away._ from a bothersome
source ornoise to make it toler-
able. That is why people ex-
pertinent with barriers. .
"A solid wail that cuts off
line-of-sight between source and
listener can be helpful, but at
best it can only reduce the
loudness to a little less than
half what it would be without
the wall.
'Many experiments have
been made with plantings as
noise barriers. Actual noise
measurements reported by the
Department of Agriculture. the
Highway Research Board, the
Department of Transportation
and others show consistently
that ordinary hedges or groves
of trees give very little reduc-
tion. Measurements made a
few years ago in a tall, 100-foot
deep, dense Panamanian jungle
showed that the noise was re-
duced to just less than half the
loudness that would have been
recorded without the jungle in-
tervening This kind of planting
is simply not available in most
Locations.
"Trees and shrubs have no
mechanism by which they can
stop sound. The sound wave
simply goes around trunks,
branches and leaves, and
moves on almost unimpeded to
the listener. To reduce noise
transmission, one must have a
solid barrier — and even then
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"There is, however, a .well-
documented case of a lady who
was disturbed by the noise of
some large transformers in a
fenced enclosure across the
road from her house. The utili-
ty company, to reduce the
noise, planted a single row of
evergreen shrubs along the
fence around the transformers.
The lady promptly reported
that the noise had disappeared.
Measurements made at the site
before and after the planting
showed absolutely no change'
The noise was just as loud as
before. Out of sight, out of
mind?
"Anyone who wants to check
the validity of 'trees don't do
anything' can do some simple
experiments himself. For ex-
ample, find a tall hedge with
an opening in it and light traf-
fic on the other side. Stand
back some distance and with
your eyes closed, see if you can
tell when a car or motorcycle
disappears behind the hedge.
You can't.
"Sy all means, if a building
site is in the middle of a dense
forest, keep as many trees as
possible, and take advantage of
. the slight noise reduction this
gives. Otherwise, plant green-
ery for its own sake, bid find
other means for reducing
noise."
Ifloatiouripetfers will find'
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Ftepaira," available
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, 'Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
pens
At present, specialized, tech-
nical knowledge is necessary to
make a computer do the things
you want it to do. Eventually,
ready-made programs will exist
for such tasks as balancing the
checkbook, swung appliance
serial numbers, monitoring
home fuel consumption and
functioning as part of a home
burglary and fire alarm sys-
tem. But today, an investment
of several months would be
needed to learn the Language of
the computer.
However, if the possibilities
of computer use fascinate you,
be aware that mastering the
techniques of programming are
within your capabilities.
Bill Dorsey, a computer hob-
byist and a programmer, ad-
vises novice computer en-
thusiasts to begin "hanging
around" home computer stores,
asking questions and buying
books, as well as reading publi-
cations about computers.
Look also for local hobbyist
groups. Most cities have them.
You will find that adult educa-
tion fourses in programming
for fun and profit are becoming
quite common as well.
With a little perseverance,
you could be the first on your
block to own and operate a
home computer.
INTERMITTENT IGNITION DEVICE
Sound complicated? Not at
all. Put another way, an inter-
mittent ignitioa device (1.ID.)
is gas technology that can
save you money.
That's especially important
these days when everybody
is interested in conserving
energy and cutting fuel costs.
The less gas used, the more
money thaconsumer saves.
A new, gas-saving appliance
with 1.I.D. will use substan-
tially less gas than an older,
conventional appliance.
How do they work? An
1.1.D, replaces the gas pilot.
With an 1.I.D., no gas is used
because ignition is activated
by an electrical device at the
moment of use. This ignites
the pilot in a furnace or the
burner in a stove instantan-
eously. No gas is wasted
before or after ignition.
_Thc,_amount cot electrical
energy used for ignition is
infinitestimal; but the amount
of gas saved over the heftime
of the appliance can be im-
pressive.
At first glance, a furnace
with an 1.I.D, looks pretty
much the same as one with a
conentional pilot. But look
closely — when the furnace
is off, the warm blue flame
is missing. You'll only see a
pilot alter electric ignition.
Appliances featuring liDs
— gas clothes dryers, fur-
naces and ranges— use gas
only When the clothes are
dry ing, the furnace running,
or the food cooking. Period.
And since gas is already our
nation's premium energy val-
ue — costing, on a national
average, 28% less than fuel
oil and 79% less than elec-
tricity on a Btu basis — the
consumer comes out way
ahead in the long run.
Studies shim/ that-putting
an 1.I.D, in a conventional
water heater is not cost ef-
fective because the pilot
ii_COnslastly ticaung
the water in the tanks.
Beautifully simple in de-
sign, the 1.1.D. is engineered
to do one thing: save gas. So
in this case, you could truly
say 'less is more.' Less gas
=Soft More money...,
The next time you're in
the market for a new gas
appliance, ask. your dealer
for one with an LI.D. Hell
be glad to give you a demon-
stration. You'll be saving
yourself money and be help-
ing America save energy at
the same time. Energy Man-
agement is a Family Affair,
U.S. Birthrate
Is On The Rise
looks Ilk,: people are re-
dtscovenng the family.
According to the American
Council of Life Insurance, the U.S.
birthrate is moving upward. It fell
to a record-breaking low of 14.7
births per thousand population in
1976, well under the 1930s De-
pression levels, the Council said,
but in the first eight months of 1977
the birthrate rose to 15.3 births per
thousand.
---7—Tinge—preitinintry .statistics
don't necessarily mean another
baby boom is oq the way, the
Council said, but they do suggest
that an upswing in family growth
could affect future economic and
social trends.
ENJOY BARBECUING ALL




"Spring fever" can take many
forms and one of the most
common varieties is a strong
yen to get involved in home
improvement. Another symp-
torn of "spring fever" is the
yearning for the good old-
fashioned flavor of barbe-
cuing. This spring you can
do both! Up-date your kitch-
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
THIS FOUR BEDROOM, TWO-STORY house is designed for a young family. The ar-
chitects say it ought to suit the needs of most "child-oriented" couples. It contains a total
of 1.842-square-feet. For more information on Plan HA1109Y. write—enclosing ii
stamped, self-addressed envelope—to York & Schenke, 226 Seventh St., Garden City .N.Y. 11530.
It's Home
Improvement Time
Save energy dollars, up to 60% of
heating and cooling cost, with Season-All
Thermalized replacement windows. It
costs less than you think. Will pay for
themselves in 5 to 7 years. Call for your
authorized distributor now.
I Harmon & BinkleyConstruction Co.South 4th St (Beside Murray Drive-In) _ 753-4124
Buff's Paradise Opens
NEW YORK ( AP) — A car
buff's paradise has opened tem-
porarily here in mid-Manhat-
tan.
Almost every conceivable
type of vehicle — from the
bulky cumbersome automobiles
of the early 1900s, to a one-seat
futuristic car driven by wind
power — is drawing crowds to
the Kodak Photo Gallery. The
free exhibit, entitled "Auto Ex-
otica," also includes more than
175 of the world's finest au-
tomobile photographs — both
European and American slide
shows, movies and artifacts.
One part of the exhibit is de-
voted to "replicars," a fast-
growing trend of taking an as-
sembly-line car and trans-
forming it into a higher-priced
classier one by installing neis
hoods, ornaments and grilles.
en with a new DACOR con-
vertible barbecue range with
full-size, self-cleaning oven
which enables you to enjoy
the fun and flavor of authen-tic barbecuing all year 'round.
The convertible barbe-
cue 'range converts quickly
and easily from surface cook-
- 4ng units to barbecue grill,
rotisserie or griddle for cook-
ing versatility. Since each of
the modular units containing
two burners can be.replaced
with a barbecue module, the
pACOR four-element range
offers three basic cooking
combinations: four burners,
two burners and a barbecue
grill or two barbecue grills
for an extra-large grilling
area.
The DACOR is ideal for
remodeling because it works
• with conventional overhead
ventilation which 'is already
existing in most kitchens.
Since there is no need for
any type of down draft venti-
lation, the DACQR oven is
a generous size with inside
dimensions of 18" deep, 16"
high and 24" wide. There is
important front shelf rack
space...plenty of room to
roast a large ham and bake
a pie or two,, or bake several
casseroles or batches of cook-
ies at one time.
The range can be used as
a drop-in or set-in with a
drawer base which can hold
extra modules and acces,
sories.' If your kitchen is
designed for a free-standing
unit, the DACOR model is a
beauty. The architecturally
styled cook top and oven sit
on a colored pedestal con-
taining a convenient storage
drawer with matching side
panels of the same color. A
feature strip of this color is
also repeated on the back-
plate. A selection of natural
colors are available including
almond, avocado, coffee.
harvest wheat, onyx and
glow. The colors along with
the black glass oven door
window offer aesthetic co-





Q —Our concrete garage fluor
has some gasoline stains on it
I Noe tried hosing it down
without too much result The
mark gets a little lighter, but it
seems that I would have to do
it 100 tames to remove the en-
tire stain. Is there souk special
way these stains could be re-
moved'
A —Such stains usually are
from oil or some auto fluid oth-
er than gasoline, unless your
tank is leaking, in which case
you had better get it fixed in a
hurry Whatever the marks
are, they are not always easy
to remove. You can buy one of
the driveway cleaners that are
on the market or use trisodium
phosphate or another heavy-
duty cleanser and follow the in-
structions on how to apply it.
Or you can cover the stains
with sand or dry Portland ce-
ment until the liquid is ab-
sorbed. But whatever you use,
the chances are it will take sev-
eral treatments before any re-
sults are obtained. Meanwhile,
find out what is leaking and
how it can be repaired.
Q.—I want to convert one of
our closets into a cedar closet.
The walls and ceiling of the
closet are some kind of wall-
board that looks like plaster
but isn't. I would like to use
tong u e-and-grooved cedar
planks placed horizontally on
the walls. Do I have to put up
furring strips first?
A.—No. You can attach the
planks by nailing them through
the wallboard into the studs.
Remember that you have to
use the planks on the ceding as
well as the walls And don't put
any finish on the cedar, since
you don t want to seal in the
aroma that protects y OW'
clothes
Q.--I intend to have some re-
modeling work done by a con-
tractor I have been told about
the necessity of getting a per-
mit I understand there is a
charge for this. Why is a per-
nut required'
A.—The main purpose of a
permit is to see that the remod-
eling conforms to local building
codes. There is a wide diver-
gence between what codes per-
mit in different areas. Good
codes or bad codes, they are
better that none at all, because
they give some assurance that
the house was built under some
control and that, if previous re-
modeling was done, it was in
line with regulations. For prop-
er insurance coverage, it is irn-
portant that the work be done
according to the building code.
There is a charge for a permit,
ranging in price from $2 to $50,
depending on the nature of the
work and the community in
which you live
f How and when to reroof, as
well as an asphalt shingle color
guide, are included in Andy
Lang's booket. "Roofing
Guide," available by sending 35
cents and a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope to Know.
How, P.O Box 477, Huntington,
N.Y. 11743. Questions of general
interest will be answerd in the
column, but individual corre-




While many a handyman
may move around the house
with the grace of a ballroom
dancer, he often discovers
that the thought of working
at heights creates visions of
"Inspector Clouseau." Such
a handyman4no matter
how skilled, is wise to keep
his feet on the ground.
Yet the rising coat of
building materials and la•
bor coupled with the experi-
ence gained as a home
handyman has some home-
owners eyeing their roofs'
with thoughts of do-it-your-
self reroofing.
Accordihg to a study by
the Asphalt Roofing Manu-
facturers Association, about
25 percent of reroofing pro-
jects are handled by do it
yourselfers. ARMA cau-
tions, however, that reroof-
ing is hard work and poten-
tially hazardous for all but
the skilled mechanic.
A skilled handyman who
follows recognized safety
procedures should be able to
undertake jobs such as ga-
rages, low-sloped roofs or
ranch style homes. But,
advises ARMA, steep-sloped
and unusually high roofs or
those with a variety of
levels and planes should be
left to professionals.
ARMA offers the follow-
ing suggestions to anyone
contemplating reroofing as
a do-it-yourself project:
• Before starting the job,
read the manufacturer's re-
commendations for appli-
cation found on the shingle
bundle wrapper. Following
these recommendations
should result in a roof that
will offer many years of
Many Kentuckians Still
Being Injured In Power
Mower-related Accidents
FRANKFORT, Ky. — In
spite of efforts to increase
consumer awareness, there
are still large numbers of
Kentuckians being severely
.lured in power mower-
related accidents, according
to the Department for Human
Resources.
During the months of April,
May and June, there were five
rvported accidental am-
putations, says Eclsel Moore,
manager of the department's
consumer product safety
branch.
The branch estimates as
many as 25 such amputations
went unreported in the state,
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Almost all these injuries can
be attributed to carelessness,
says Moore. "Improper
footwear and the absence of
parental supervision seems to
be evident in most of these
accidents," he added.
The ages of the five am-
putation victims range from 9
years to 26 years, Moore
stated. "All but one victim lost
fingers or toes. The 9-year-old
lost half of his foot."
Moore stressed anyone who
uses a power mower should
use common sense and follow
these basic rules:
— Do not allow young
children to operate or even be
near a running power mower.
— Be sure you have good
footing. Never work with
power mower equipment
when the ground is wet and
slippery.
— When mowing a hill with
a push mower, mow from side
to side. On a riding mower,
work up and down hill.
— Do not pull a power
mower towards yourself.
— Never clean the
discharge chute with mower
running.
— Inspect lawns before
mowing for debris.
4
useful life and be attractive
as well.
• The basic tools required
for reroofing include a stur-
dy ladder, secured top and
expanse of a home, the ap-
pearance of a roof has a
lot to say about a home's
value.
So, the money savrtl on
As the cost of labor and building materials rises, some
homeowners contemplate reroofing with asphalt
shingles as a do-it-yourself project. A skilled
mechanic who follows recognized safety procedures
ought to be able to handle reroofing of garages, low-
sloped roofs or ranch style homes. Unusually high or
steeply-sloped roofs should be left to professionals.
bottom; a chalk line; a
carpenter's apron; a sharp
utility knife; a tape mea-
sure, a hammer and a
pointed trowel.
• Anyone undertaking re-
roofing should wear rubber-
soled, construction-type
shoes for secure footing;
avoid roofing in wet wea-
ther or when the tempera-
ture drops below 40 degrees;
don't walk on wet roofs;
keep others away from the
work area; put tools where
they won't slide off the roof
and never touch power lines
or let tools or metal ladders
come in contact with one.
As the largest exterior
do-it-yourself installation
might be invested in three-
dimensional asphalt shin-
gles that are designed to
last up to 25 years or more
with little maintenance.
These shingles produce a
rugged looking roof with
deep, attractive shadow-
lines and are available in a
variety of rustic, earthtone
colors that help relate a
home to its environment,
yet set it apart from others
in the neighborhood.
Information on how to
install roofing can be ob-
tained for 50 cents from
ARMA, Dept. DY, Box 3248,
Grand Central Station;
New York, N.Y. 10017.
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Animals Feel Aftermath As
Quake Reaches 5.9 On Scale
B ) GAY LE FISHER
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO AP, —
he minutes before one of the
strongest earthquakes to hit
Northern California this
century began jostling the
region, an elephant at a wild
animal park in Redwood City
almost tore her barn door
from its hinges.
Scientists studying Mon-
day's outburst by the nor-
mally docile beast — and
similar behavior among other
animals say it could provide
more evidence for a growing
belief among Western
seismologists that -animals
may some day help humans
predict the fearsome quakes.
The earthquake, which
registered 5.9 on the Richter
scale as it raced-along the
Calaveras Fault, did
relatively little davinage and
injured only a handful of
people. But it set off strange
reactions in many animals.
"It's very interesting, very
encouraging news," said Dr.
Jack Evernden, a U.S.
Geological Survey research
geophysicist studying the
impact of earthquakes on
animals. "With documen-
tation like that, it makes it so
much easier to believe. It
gives more credibility to the
whole thing."
The reactons of the animals
at the 65-acre Marine World
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
SHARON CARLISLE, Alanara Sucki• Wisatlusrford, Itasistrationist
Outwit Was Consultants Wihs.ii S Minor Marjorie M. Major
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NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICESIi
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Photo Hours: Daily 1O1, 2-5, 6-8
Sun. 1-4:30
Afika U.S.A. in Redwood City
south of here will be added to a
daily record of their behavior
being kept to deten/fine, after
the fact, whether animals do
sense quakes.
The quake began in late
morning. Two waves lasting
more than 15 -seconds each
jolted the state over a 350-mile
wedge from a point north of
here to Encino just north of




registering 3.0 and 4.0 on the
Richter scale, came shortly
before and shortly after 3:30
- Towns near the epicenter,
like Hollister 100 miles south
of here, reported damage to
buildings, glass and store
merchandise. One Santa Cruz
County woman fell and broke
her leg, and three people in
Hollister were hospitalized for
symptoms of heart attacks.





NEWTON, Mass. AP — A
white and gold baby grand
piano that once belonged to
Mae West, along with six
packets of fan letters dating
back to 1940. are up for grabs
in an auction featuring items
collected by the actress.
Ms. West, who celebrates
her Stith birthday this month.
recently sold her Malibu
Beach, Calif., home and its
contents to Louis Douglas,
who decided to place the
contents on sale tonight as the
Mae West Collection.
Among the furniture on
auction is the Steiff baby
grand, valued at $10,000 and
an antique French Baccarat-
cut crystal mantel clock and a
brass stand. said Paul
Sadows, promotion director
for C.B. Charles' Galleries,
the firm holding the sale.
"People think of Mae West
as a flamboyant, not-so-
intelligent blonde bombshell.
But actually, she is extremely
knowledgeable about
collector's items and quite a
businesswoman with an eye
for investment," said Sadows.
Ms. West has been in
seclusion in her Beverly Hills
apartment since finishing her





ASHLAND, Ky. I AP —
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate John Y. Brown Jr.
has repeated his stand .on
teachers and collective
bargaining.
Brown told a news con-
ference Monday that public
employees have a com-
mitment to citizens not to stop
but said he would exclude
teachers from his opposition
to such bargaining for public
workers.
Under his plan, Brown said,
local school boards would be
required to meet with
teachers once a year to hear
their requests and complaints.
If the teachers and board
members could not agree,
Brown said the matter would
be turned over to a non-
binding arbitrator who would
make recommendations to the
school board. Those recom-
mendations could be
discarded by the board,
Brown said, adding his
proposal would give teachers
a voice in policy making.
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O'Harran said there were
reports Sunday night of
unusual behavior by llamas, a
baby cougar and a 5-week-old
tiger.
Evernden said there has
been a lot of skepticism about
a link between quakes and
animal behavior, especially
because there has been little
docunientation of animal
behavior before an ear-.thquake.
-•There's been a lot of
anecdotal things, people
saying what their animals did
after an earthquake but
nothing has been recorded on
a daily basis," said Evernden.
"This is essentially the
beginning of this kind of
research. It's nice to get some
good examples."
He said similar research is
now under way at UCLA and
Stanford, trying to validate
claims advanced by Chinese
scientists, who use animals in
their often-successful quake
prediction program.
State Forests Well Protected
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. iAPi —
Kentucky's forest are still well
protected, even though some
100 federal and state forestry
employees are in Montana
helping fight a large outbreak
of forest fires in the West.
"We are in no danger of
fires here this time of year,"
Townley Bergmann, chief of
resource education for the
Division of Forestry, said
Monday.
"Everything is nice and
green now," Bergmann said.
-Our fires mostly occur in the
spring and fall. If we were in
the fire season, we would not
send people. We couldn't
afford to."
He said fires in the western
Stalfs- getietalTY- OCCutin- the
summer 'until' they begin
getting rain in late August or
early September.
"Fites out there should be
out before we start,"
Bergmann said.
Approximately 100 men in
five crews from Kentucky
flew out of Knoxville, Tenn.,
Sunday afternoon to help fight
a fire in the Deer Lodge
National Forest near Butte,
Mont.
Bergmann said they in-
cluded three crews of U.S.
Forest Service personnel from
the Daniel Boone National
Forest.
The other two crews,
totaling 34 men, came from
the state Forestry Division,
which has about 250 people in
the field.
Bergmann said they are
currently working largely in
the area of fire control until
the fire season starts.
Bergmann said the state
-workers are on leave from the
state and will be reimbursed
by the federal government. He
said they are all volunteers
who mostly went to gain the
experience in fighting fires.
The men have gone as part
of a cooperative agreement
Kentucky has with other
states and the U.S. Forest
Service.
'They like to send in trained,
organized crews to a fire
wetTrrever They -- -can,"
Bergmann said.
Kentucky had just com-
pleted a training session for its
fire control personnel two
weeks ago. Bergmann said the
training is standardized
among the states.
He said Sunday's call for
crews came suddenly. Nor-
mally, he said a state will be
on alert when such a call
comes in..
However, he said only four
men from the state division
could not be contacted.
Bergmann said this is about
the fourth time in 10 years
Kentucky has sent men to
••••
other states to help fight fires.
So far, Kentucky has not had
to use fire fighters from other
states.
Kentucky is called upon
whenever there is an
unusually large number of
fires which drain personnel
and resources at the scene
Bergmann said that as of
Sunday, there were 15 large
fires in eight west states that
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By Tony WilsonMurray pitcher Eddie Burgess throws to second base as catcher Wade Smith watches. Mayfield defeated Murray 8-4 forthe Pony League state baseball title in Paducah yesterday.
Death Of Munson Forces Fact
That Athletes Are Human, Too
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
It struck with the sud-
denness of a clap of thunder,
sending shudders up and down
the spine.
One moment, Thurman
Munson was here — an
American hero, captain of the
New York Yankees, a mar-
velously gifted athlete in the
prime of his life.
And the next moment, he
was gone, killed in the min-
dless crash of his private
plane.
It was a frightening, instant
reminder of the slender thread
by which we all live every day
of our lives.
How can this be, you won-
der. How can fate be so cruel
as to cut down a man so
suddenly, a man who meant so
much to so many?
The reaction was disbelief
as people heard the news. It
was almost as if this could not
have really happened — not to
one of our heroes.
But it could and it did
because Munson was a human
being, with the same strengths
and weaknesses as the rest of
us. He dealt with life as all of
us do, facing its ups and downs
and twists and turns the same
way ordinary people must.
He happened to be able to
play a little boys' game called
baseball better than others,
anclifiat made him a national
figure. But the bottom line is,
off the field, he was just a
person, not unlike th(rest of
us.
We as a nation attach a
special significance to our
sports heroes. There is a
tendency to separate them
from the status of mere
mortals. They are treated as
some kind of superbeings. And
then, every so often, a Troy
Archer is killed in a car ac-
cident, a J.V. Cain dies on the
.football training field, a
Thurman Munson crashes his
plane and dies.
And that's when the joy goes
out of the games. That's when
the reality hits that athletes
are just people, too.
Yankee heroes have died
before but never has it hap-
pened quite this ,way. When
Lou Gehrig died, there was
warning. His fans, his con-
temporaries knew he was a
sick man. The same was true
with Babe Ruth. But Munson
was a strong, young athlete,
one of the top performers in
the game.
Yankee Stadium was an
eerie place last Friday night.
At a time of mourning, you
expect solemnity, respect for
jhe memory of the man whose
life was snuffed out so sud-
denly. But Yankee fans did not
accept that traditional
moment of silence and
reflection. Instead, they of-
fered cheers — nine minutes
of unbroken, thundering noise.
They cheered the memory
of Munson, the thrills he had
provided in his 10 years as the
Yankee catcher. They cheered
his home runs, his aggressive







home plate. They cheered the
way they did when he would
stretch a single into a double
before the constant crouching
up and down behind the plate
began to take its toll on his
knees.
They cheered and they
cried.
It was a macabre scene,
irreverent and yet, in some
ways, entirely appropriate.
A minute of silence would
not have permitted the fans to
express their total feelings for
this man. So they chose nine
minutes of noise instead.
The shouting, the clapping,
the cheering seemed to help
the fans cleanse themselves of
their emotions, to get their
feelings out there in the open.
It was as if the roaring was the
crowd's denial of the cruel
trick fate had played on the
Yankee captain, as if the
people felt that cheering long
enough and loud enough could
reverse the finality of death.
Munson's Yankee team-
mates had to handle their loss
in silence. Through it all, they
stood motionless, heads
bowed, a hand occasionally
wiping away a tear ...
sometimes wiping away a lot
of tears.
Teammates are like
members of a family. They
live togethd, travel together,
win and lose together. It is a
complex arrangement that
often creates deep and
meaningful relationships
between players.
On Monday, the Yankees
flew to Canton, Ohio for
Munson's funeral. It was one
of the shortest trips of the year
for the club but none could
have been harder.
They gathered to say
goodbye to a man who was a
teammate and a friend. And a
human being, just like the rest
of us.
Former Bill Braxton
Is Placed On Waivers
After Return Of Csonka
By the Associated Press
The return of Larry Csonka
to the Miami Dolphins sealed
the fate of Jim Braxton.
Braxton, once the backfield
blocker for O.J. Simpson with
the Buffalo Bills, was one of
four players placed on
waivers Monday by the
Dolphins, who trimmed their
roster to 67 players and must
make another seven cuts
before Aug. 15.
Coach Don 'Shula said he
didn't want to carry two older
fullbacks.
"I know I can play for
somebody," insisted the 30-
year-old fullback from West
Virginia, who spent most of
his career with the Bills before
the Dolphins obtained him in
midseason last year.
Braxton didn't play in
Saturday night's preseason
loss to the New Orleans Saints
when Csonka gained 20 yards
on four carries.
"I've been around football
for a long time," he said. "I
could see the handwriting on
the wall."
Buffalo had drafted the 6-
foot-1, 240-pounder in 1971 and
he became an effective
blocking back when 'Simpson
set all his records, including
the single-season rushing
mark of 2,003 yards in 1973.
Al Johnson, another eight-
year veteran, was one of six
players waived by the Houston
Oilers, tailoring their rIkter to
73 players.
In addition to Johnson, a
defensive back and special
teams captain, the Oilers also
waived fourth-year running
back Larry Poole.
The Oakland Raiders an-
nounced that the knee injury
sufareak by offensive tackle
Art Shell Saturday againstthe
Los Angeles Rams will keep
him out of the lineup for at
least six weeks, thus ending
his regular season consecutive
game streak at 156.
Mayfield Bumps Murray




PAD UCAH, Ky. — While the
momentum shifted like the
tide, a constant — Mayfield's
airtight infield — provided the
final diference last night in the
Pony League baseball state
tournament.
it _dove, it threw and it
subdued Murray as Mayfield
climaxed its comeback with a
8-4 victory for the state title
and a berth in this weekend's
regionals in Indianapolis, Ind.
To win, Mayfield was forced
to defeat Murray, which en-




Murray jumped to a 1-0 lead
in the first inning when Mark
Boggess opened the game with
a single, went to second on
David McMillen's hit and
scored when Eddie Burgess'
grounder was misplayed, the
only Mayfield infield error for
the evening.
After the winners scored
twice in the bottom of the first,
Murray took its last lead and
reached Mayfield southpaw
Rodney Scarborough for the
final time.
Keith Housden walked and
John Vernot bunted for a
single with one out. Housden
scored when Tim Brown beat
out an infield hit, and David
McMillen drove in Vernot with
his second hit. Brown scored
when the throw to third base
was wild.
Mayfield tied the game in
the third on a hit and two
Murray errors, but it saved its




Burgess easily retired the first
two batters in the fourth, but
third baseman Jackie Dowdy,
who did enough damage to




CANTON,: Ohio — A bat-
tered red car with the words
"Thank you No. 15" scrawled
in white paint on its doors
pulled slowly into the parking
lot of the Canton Civic Center.
A young couple got out and
walked toward the pOlice
barricades where several
hundred other Thurman
Munson fans watched many of
baseball's great and mighty
arrive for the funeral of the
New York Yankees' catcher
and captain.
Those two, along with many
other of Munson's fellow
Canton residents, quietly
mourned for their friend and
hero Monday as the private
service began inside the huge
auditorium.
Suddenly, out of the side
r deer of the Civic Center, came
4-year-old Michael Munson,
dressed in a replica of his
father's No. 15 Yankee
uniform. Tears began to flow





By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE
Undefeated heavyweight Greg
Page, idle for months, returns
to action Aug. 19 as part of a
nationally televised boxing
card from Bloomington, Minn.
Page's opponent will be
Charlie Polite, a fighter from
the Boston area with a 22-28
record.
The announcement was
made Monday by promoter
Butch Lewis, who said the
bout will be included on the
card featuring Kenny Norton.
"This is the first step in a
campaign to keep Page
fighting once and maybe twice
a month. And he's going to be
on TV as much as possible.
We're shooting for the title,"
I ewis declared.
He said Polite shouldn't be
judged by his record. "Every
heavyweight champion has
fought him. He's lost to some
of the best in the business."
Polite, 33, is "a veteran and
C.lows how to handle himself,"
Lewis added. "I'd rate him as
a C or B plus fighter on my
scale."
He said arrangements also
have been made for Page to
box Sept. 12 in New York, Oct.
17 in Philadelphia, and Nov. 12
in Las Vegas. There also are
plans for another fight in
November in Lexington, Ky.
-We're trying, to line up
opponents but it's not easy.
Nobody wants to fight this
boy. Managers slam the door
in my face," Lewis told a news
conference.
Lewis, who launched Page
on his pro career here last
ear, split with the boxer after
that bout and Page's family
handled his second fight.
-We're back together now,"
I cwis said. ''It was like a
marital spat. Somebody had to
go back home to Momma.
Now, we're in love again.
work, lined a drive off the
leftfield fence that missed
being a home run by inches.
A walk and two doubles
later, Mayfield owned its final
8-4 margin.
Scarborough, who set
Murray down in order in the
fourth and fifth innings,
finally allowed a walk by Billy
Wells and a single by Vernot in
the sixth. But Boggess' liner
-thal would have scored two
runs was hit straight at
rightfielder Ranily Hite for the'
final out.
In all, Mayfield's infield
recorded 11 outs, with Dowdy
making four outstanding
plays.
Yankees, Other Admirers Gather For Funeral
as the youngster, fiddling with
his baseball cap and looking
awed by all the attention, held
the hand of a family friend and
walked toward a car.
Inside, in a makeshift
chapel, Munson's family,
friends and teammates were
saying a final farewell to
Michael's father, who was
killed last Thursday in the
crash of his private jet.
The, flower-draped casket
stood, closed, in the midst of a
sea of floral displays and
beneath a gold-framed color
portrait of Munson, 32 who
died when his twin-engine jet
crashed and burned short of a
runway at the Akron-Canton
Airport.
The Yankees and their
wives, flown in by team owner
George Steinbrenner on a
charter flight, filled more than
half the seats as Lou Piniella
— Munson's teammate and
close friend — read from
Ecclesiastes and began a
short eulogy.
In a halting, tear-choked
voice, he said: -We, his
teammates, found Thurman to
be a very kind, affectionate,
-friendly man. We knew him to
be a good family man. We
don't know why God, took
Thurman from us, but We do
know as long as all of us wear
the Yankee uniform, he won't
be too far from us."
Bobby Murcer, another
teammate, offered another
Bible reading and added: "He
lived, he led and he loved.
Most of all, he loved his
family."
Mureer reflected on the
tragic loss of another Yankee
leader, Hall of Earner Lou
Gehrig, who died in 1941 of a
degenerative nerve disease
and was the last captain of the
Yankees before Munson.
"Thurman was a great
competitor, a great•baseball
player. He was rough and
tough, but he was always
fair," he added. Minter
continued haltingly and,,
finally, began to sob, tears
streaming down his face.
Munson's grief-stricken
widow, Diane, sat near the
speakers, alternately weeping
and consoling her daughters,
Tracy Lynn, 9, and Kelly, 8.
Michael, too young to un-
derstand, had been sent home.
Orantes Ousts Mayotte
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — Manuel
Orantes came from behind
twice to beat 19-year-old Tim
Mayotte 7-5, 7-5 in the first
round of the $275,000 U.S. Open
Clay Court tennis tournament.
In other matches, fifth-
seeded Jose-Luis -Clem of
Argentina beat Chile's Juan
Nunez 6-2, 7-6, Ecuador's
Ricardo Ycaza stopped Peter
Feigl when the Austrian had to
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Bomb San Diego, Sees
Hall Of Fame Inductees
By the Associated Press
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. —
By any measure, baseball's
big midsummer weekend in
this quaint upstate town was a
whopping success.
A crowd estimated at 4,000
to 5,000 people turned out
Sunday despite torrid weather
to acknowledge the addition of
Warren Giles, Hack Wilson
and, most of all, Willie Mays
into 'the Baseball Hall of
Fame.
—Mays-- e4:ipt4vate4-.-- the _
audience with a stirring
verbal pre_sentation that .
wasn't really a speech but
more a sampling of his
thoughts and memories. Bill
Giles and Robert Wilson, each
accepting for their late
fathers, gave emotional
tributes and New York Daily
News Columnist Dick Young. a
recipient of the J.G. Taylor
Spink Award for contributions
to baseball as a jourlalist.
made a controversial speech
deploring the behavior of
_many of toda 's players and
_Owners.
The words that came from
the honorees, along with the
scorching sun, left the fans
limp but fulfilled.
On Monday, 9.872 devotees
packed Doubleday Field to see
the -Texas Rangers bomb the
San Diego Padres 12-5 behind
a seven-homer, 17-hit attack.
Richie Zisk and Pat Putnam
entertained the fans with two
long home runs apiece.
Business was brisk for
Cooperstown stores, which
were _ packed with people
eager for any and all baseball
memorabilia.
The weekend belonged to
Mays. who was greeted by
cries of -Willie" everywhere
he went. The full meaning of
the honor of joining the Hall of
Fame still hadn't hit Mays on
Monday. when he spoke to the
press about his career and the
state of the game today.
-There have been so many
people around me. I haven't
had time to think," said the 48-
year-old Mays. "Right now,
it's keep moving so I haven't
realized what a great thing the
Hall is for me.
When I speak about how it
is, I want it to come from my
heart."
Most of what Willie says
comes from the heart, which
is why he enthralled the in-
duction ceremonies audience.
He was as honest as always,
never pulling punches.
"I deserve a uniform and
the Hall deserves a uniform,"
he said in explaining why he
was embarrassed that the
Giants hadn't sent the uniform
of his to baseball's' shrine.
Mays berated the Giants on
Sunday while praising the
Mets, who did donate a Mays
uniform to the Hall.
"It meant a lot to me and I
had to say it. You play 18
years with one club, you would
think you deserve a uniform to
present to the Hall of Fame."
The Hall does, indeed, have
a Giants uniform in its Willie
Mays collection. Mays was
unaware of that when he was
inducted and also on Monday
morning, when he again ex-
pressed his annoyance.
Murcer Knocks In Five Runs




thought about his friend
Thurman Munson, baseball
Was the furthest thing from his
Mind.
- Then he thought about
'Munson again.
If we had been sitting on
the bench, and I had said,
Well, we're not going to play
today.' Thurman would have
said, 'Hey. You guys are
crazy,— said Murcer.
So the Yankees- played- a
game Monday night and the
result was just as much a
tribute to the departed New
York captain as the sensitive
eulogies that Murcer, among
Others, had delivered earlier
M the day at his funeral.
Emphasizing that
-everything I did was for
him." a grim and determined
Murcer knocked in all the
Yankee runs with a three-run
homer and a two-run double as
New York beat the Baltimore
Orioles 5-4.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
In the night's other
American League games,
Kansas City beat Toronto 16-
12: California whipped
Oakland 5-2 and Seattle
defeated Minnesota 7-4.
Murcer's first AL homer
since 1974, in the seventh
inning, brought New York
within one run of the Orioles,
at 4-3. And in the ninth, after
Bucky Dent walked and Willie
Randolph's sacrifice bunt was
thrown into right field by
Baltimore reliever Tippy
Martinez for a two-base
throwing error, Murcer
slapped an 0-2 pitch to short
left to win the game.
Royals 16, Blue Jays 12 —
George Brett drove in four
runs and scored once while
Fred Patek drove in three and
also scored once during an 11-
run seventh that powered
Kansas City over Toronto.
Angels 5, A's Z — Ralph
Botting allowed only three hits
over 7 2-3 innings in his first
major league start and Bobby
Grich drove in four runs with a
homer and double, leading
California over Oakland.
By Matt SandersThe Cubs, who competed in last week's Kentucky League baseball tournament in Mayfield,are, front row from left: Shayne Morris, Kevin Jones, Terry McCallon, Charles Hamptonand Mitchell Cauley. In second, row are John Pyla, Eric Knott, Troy Underwood, Mike
Muehleman and Jay Thompson. In back are coaches Ron Hampton, Jim Baurer and Ken
Bucy. Not shown are David Sykes, Jason Winchester and coach Mike Sykes.
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Carolyn Caldwell parred the
first hole of a sudden-death
playoff to edge Wanda Brown
and Mary Bogard for medalist




total was matched by both
Brown and Bogard. Vicki
Nance was fourth in 262.
('arita lamb took a one-
stroke victory over Murrelle
Walker for first-flight honors.
Lamb finished the with a 36-
hole total of 186. Third was
Jeanie Morgan 4192) and
fourth was Ada Sue Roberts
(1941.
Hazel Ray's 221 total was
good enough to win the, second
flight over Marsha Ffacgrove
2221, Jennifer Crouse 4223
and Marilyn Herndon (234k
Carolyn Caldwell watches a shot during yesterday's Oaks Country Club women's champion-





By the Associated Press
Ed Whitson, a 24-year-old
righthander, is often
questioned about the
pressures of justifying the
trade that brought him to San
Francisco nearly two months
ago.
Whitson came to the Giants
in exchange for Bill Madlock,
a two-time National League
batting champion. It was a
muchcriticized deal in sonic
quarters.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
The Giants, who - had lost
their previous five games,
built a 4-0 lead after five in-
nings, scoring three times in.
the fourth against loser
Charlie Hough, 2-4. The big
blow of the nun:1g was a bases-
loaded, tworun single by
Dennis Littlejohn.
Reds 3, Braves 1 — Mike
LaCoss pitched a four-hitter
for his 12th victory and Hector
Cruz' first-inning double
scored the winning run as
Cincinnati beat Atlanta.
LaCuss, 12-4, allowed a run-
scoring single to Bob Horner
in the first and held the Braves
to two hits in the last eight
innings as he lowered his ERA
to 2,69, second in the National
League to Steve Rogers' 2.66.
The Reds are 19-3 in LaCoss'
starts this year.
The victory was the Reds'
Ilth in their last 14 games and
drew them within 4 '2 games of
NI. West-leading Houston.
"The only thing I want to do
is prove that I'm as good a
pitcher as Bill Madlock is a
hitter," said Whitson after
-hurling_ the Giants to .a 
victory over Los Angeles in
one of two National League
games Monday night. In the
other. Cincinnati defeated
Atlanta 3-1.
It was the fifth victory in 11
decisions for Whitson and his
first complete game in the
major leagues.
Rose Is Player-Of-Week
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Pete Rose of
the Philadelphia.Philhes, who
became the all-time National
League singles hitter last
week, was named the league's
player of the week, NI.
President Chub Feeney` an-
nounced.
Rose got his 2,427th single
last week, passing Honus
Wagner for the top spot in NL
annals. He batted .341, going 4-
for-4 in two consecutive
games.
NEW YORK — Len Barker
of the Cleveland Indians, who
picked up two wins last week,
was the American League
Player of Week, the league
office announced.
Barker yielded just two runs
in over 14 innings while
beating Boston and Texas. He
had a 1.28 earned run average
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Kansas Clty 16, Toronto 12
New York 5, Baltimore 1
California 5. Oakland 2
Seattle 7, Minnesota 4
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Texas (Coiner 124 and Haunch 9-1) at
Detroit (Wiliox 114 and Elillingharn 7-2-,
t-nr
Cleveland (Clyde 3-3( at Boston (Torre:
12-61.n
Milwaukee (Caldwell 114) at Baltimore
Kanaas City ISplitterff 7-111 at Toronto
(Underwood n
Clucago I Baumgarten 9-7) at New York
(Hood 401. n
_ -Califon= (Barr 7411 at Oakland Lang
ford 6-121, n
Minnesota (Kouarruin 12-10, at Seattle
(Hinton 1-2i, n
Wedaesda y's Games
Cleveland at Boston, 2
California at Oakland
















63 44 378 -
It 45 575 iv
57 49 536 4"t
56 55 505 11
53 53 500 84a
46 60 434 1519
WEST
441 17 544
62 52 544 441
53 59 473 1241
50 63 442 16
48 63 432 17
45 68 398 21
lamaisy's Games
San Francisco 7, Las soles 1
Cincinnati 3, Atlanta 1
Only gams scheduled
Tuesday's Gaines
Pittsburgh ( Rooker 241 at Chicago
Keuschel 10-7)
St Louis ( FuLghant 3-3 and Thomas 0-1,
at New York (Falcone 3-7 and Hassler 3-3
or Hausman 1-61 (21
Montreal ,Schatzeder 6-4) at Ptula-
delphia (Christenson 2-71, n
Atlanta Bruzolara 6-41 at (1nruinaU
(Seaver 10-5). n
Houston (Forsch 8.4) at Los Angeles
Ifteuss 3-9), n
San Diego (Perry IM) at Bair Trap
else° Slope 84), n
aleafteaday's Games
St Lillis at New York
Pittsburgh at Chicago
San Diego at San Francisco
Montreal at Philadelphia n
Atlanta at Cincinnati, n
Houston at Los Angeles. n
'411:°" mem =law maim
1977 Plymouth Premier
Volare Wagon
One owner, rack on top, 23,166 miles, split seats,
fancy interior, cruise control, air conditioner,
recliner seats, wire wheel covers, super 6 engine,
Grave 4 County owner, excellent tires, bumper
guards. Price. .93,950.00
Keep That Great GM Feeling




GID1131A1 illarCeS RATS DIV610.1
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
mem acr:Dor aa:Dor maw milim
The Mets and the Cards competed in the East Little League this past season. 
The Mets, who
finished 12-0, are (above front row from left: Scott Taylor, Cliff Pittman, C
had Stub-
blefield, Kenny Long and Darren Marshall. In back are coach Paul Garrison, Kar
en Tolley,
Corey Shipwash, Ricky Hale, Kelly Burkeen, coach Danny Taylor and Mickey
 Garrison.
Not shown is Leander York. The Cards I bottom ) are, front row from left: Dar
in Loftis,
Aaron Dugger, Bobby Allen and Marc Hatcher. In back are Mark Farris, M
ark Garrison,
Tim Garland, Greg Edmonson, Patrick Gray and coaches Ray Dugger and 
Ernie Edmon-
son. Not shown is Matt Adkisson.
Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING TA at bolsi Wutield. San
Diego. .336; Foster, Cuionnati, 333,
Hernandez, St laws, .331. Templeton, St
Loau. 3M Garvey. boa Angeles 325
RUNS Lopes, Loa Angeles, Q. Sciumdt.
Philadelptua, 81 Moreno, Pittsburgh. 81
/twister. Atlanta. 79. Matthews, Atlanta
79
FLB1 Kuigman, Chicago. M. Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 86, Winheld, San Diego, 83;
Clark. San 'Francisco, 76. Her sander, St
Lows. 73
HITS Garvey, Los Angeles, 147;
Matthews, Atlanta, 143 Winfield, San
Diego, 143, Templeton, St laws. 141,
Ildbreno, Pittsburgh. 138
DOUBLES Rose. Philadelphia, 13,
Crornartie, Montreal, 30, Parker, Pitt-
sburgh. 29. Hernandez. St Louis. 28, Reitz,
St Louis. 29, Matthews, Atlanta, 29
TRIPLES Templeton, St Lows, 13,
Moreno, Pittsburgh. 10, Scott. St Lows, 10.
Dawson, Montreal, 9, McBride,
Philadelphia, 9. Winfield, San Diego, 9
HOME RUNS Schmidt, Ptuisdeiptua,
38 Kingman, Chicago, 37, Winfield, San
Diego. Z; Lopes, Lca Angeles, 24, Mat-
thews, Atlanta, 23
ang"iltIlEN BASES Moreno, Pittsburgh,
49, North, San Francisco. 47, Taveras,
New York, 31: Scott, St LOWS, 30; Cabell,
lidualan. 38. Ortiz. Houston. 30.
PITCHING (10 Decisions), Tidrow,
Chicago, 8-2, MO, 2_14, Bibby, Pittsburgh,
8-2, MO, 269, LaCoss. Cincinnati, 12-4,
750, 2. 69. Kano, Pittsburgh, 8-3, 727. 247,
Niekro, Houston, 15-6, 711, 3.22, Ilttell, St
Louis. 7-3, 700, 2.94, Blyleven, Pittsburgh,
9-4, 492, 3.71: Seaver, Cincinnati. 10-6.
847, 3 43
STRIKEOUTS. Richard, Houston. 197;
Niekro, Allant•, 131: Carlton,
Philadelphia, 123, Perry, San Diego, 123:
Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 120
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 275 at bats o Downing.
California, .135, Kemp, Detroit, .332.
Bochte, Seattle, .332; Lynn, Boston, .329.
Brett, Kansas City, .327
RUNS • Baylor, California, 65; Brett,
Kansas Ctty, 43; Rice, Boston, 81; Lan-
sford, California, 81, Jones, Seattle, 81
RBI. Baylor, California, 97, Lynn,
Boston. 57, Rice, Boston, 86, Singleton.
Baltimore, IS, Kemp, Detroit, 80
HITS Brett, Kansas City, 147; Rice,
Boston, 137. Bell, Texas, 135; Smalley,
!duiriesota. 134, Lansford, California, 133
DOUBLES Cooper, Milwaukee, 30.
Brett, Kansas City, 30, Lynn, Boston, 29.
Bell. Texas, n: Lemon, Chicago, a,
Bochte. Seattle, 24
TRIPLES Brett, Kansas City, 13;
Molitor. Milwaukee, 10, Randolph, New
York, 9, Wilson, Kansas City, 9; Ban-
nister, Chicago, 7; Porter, Kansas City, 7;
Jones, Seattle, 7
HOME RUNS. Singleton, Baltimore, 28.
Lynn, Boston, 30. Rice, Boston, 27,
Thomas, Milwaukee. 27• Baylor.
California, 25
STOIEN BASES LeFlore, Detroit, 54,
Wilson, Kansas City, 47; Bumbry,
Baltimore, IS, Bonds, Cleveland, 36; Wills,
Texas, M
PITCRING 010 Decisions I, Davis, New
York, 9-1, .900, 2.29, Kern. Texas, 10-2,
.833, 1.32 ; Clear, California. 10-3, .769, 3.03,
Zahn, Minnesota, 9-3_750, 3.55: ELkc,tey,
Boston, 14-5, 737, 2.67 ; Barrios, Ctucago,
3, .727, 3.61; John, New York, 154, .714,
2.71; McGregor. Baltimore, 7-3, .700. 3.31.
STRIKEOUTS: Ryan. California, 168:
Guidry, New York, 134; Jenkins, Texas.
124: Flanagan, Baltimore. 117. Eckersley,
Boston, 109
MATTRESS (4 BOX SPRINGS
We bought a carload in
last years covers, we saved a bundle and we're
passing the savings on to you.




Reg. Price $299.95 
/9995
Set






NHL Players, Barring Some, Will
Wear Helmets Beginning In 1979-80
By the Associated Press
TORONTO - National
Hockey League players will
have to wear helmets
beginning with the 1979-80
season, it was announced
Monday.
The only exception will be
players who signed pro con-
tracts prior to June 1, 1979,
and who sign a special waiver
excusing them from the rule.
The announcement of the new
rule was made by John
Ziegler, NHL president, and
Alan Eagleson, executive
director of the NHL Players
Association, at a meeting of
the association.
DUBLIN, Ohio - Francisco
Gonzalez upset third-seeded
Tim Gullikson 6-4, 6-3 in the
first round of a $75,000 Grand
Prix event at Muirfield
Village.
In other matches, Vijay
Amritraj, the sixth-seed, from
India, defeated Chris Kachel,
Australia, 6-3, 4-6, 6-1; Cliff
Letcher, Australia, defeated
Rick Meyer, 6-4, 7-6 (7-4):
Colin Dibley. Australia,
defeated I,ito Alvarez,
Argentina, 2-6, 6-4, 6-2: and
Bernie Mitton, South Africa,
defeated Tim Garcia 6-3, 6-4.
Copier on
the blink?
Better see the new-very
reliable-A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all ofthe "most
wanted" features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies,
copy both sides, and use










All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean - 105 units -- rooms, comp
letely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites.





• 3 swimming pools
Relax, enloy the seaside Spacious palm st
udded
lawns, gardens. Bring the family -- plenty 
of room
and lots to do for everyone. Near the best 
shops,
golf, recreations
90 minutes to Disney World. Tours leav
e from our





1 400. CITY STATE, ZIP
8744552 
BILTMORE BEACH LODGE






Will Pay His Wife
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - Thurman
Munson's contract with the
New York Yankees will pay
his widow, Diane, $1 million
over the next three years.
Munson, killed in the crash
of his private plane last
Thursday, was signed through
1981, receiving $400,000 a year.
The contract was guaranteed
and did not include the usual
clause which absolves a team
from payments in the event of
death while flying a private
plane.
"The contract is clear on
this subject," said Dick Moss,
Munson's lawyer. "I'm sure








We have examined the balance sheet of the Murray Water
and Sewer System ( municipally owned) Murray, Kentucky,
as of December 31, 1978, and the related statements of in-
come and expense, retained earnings and changes in finan-
cial position for the year then ended. Our examination was
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan-
dards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements
present fairly the financial position of the Murray Water and
Sewer System at December 31, 1978, and the results of its
operations for the year then ended, in comformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Richardson, Trevathan & Howe
Certified Public Accountants
BALANCE SHEET




PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT.
Water and sewer plants $7,
229,296.17
Land and land rights  100,902.70
Buildings 77,107.06
Facilities planning study costs 32,153,54
7,439,459.47
Less: Allowance for depreciation  2,550,790.31
Total Property, Plant & Equip $4,888,669.16
SPECIAL FUNDS
Bond and interest redemption fund 84,059.03
Bond and interest reserve fund  178,000.00
Renewal and replacement fund 30,000.00
Capital addition by refund agreement-
reserve fund 1,085.00
Murray water and sewer construction fund 531,200.00
Kentucky Pollution Abatement Authority
reserve fund 10,000.00
Facilities planning fund - 5,104.23
Meter deposit fund 59,310.95
Total Special Funds 898,759.21
CASH FOR GENERAL USE 2  683.69
RECEIVABLES
Accounts receivable, less reserve for
uncollectible accounts 79,425.05
Facilities planning costs 9,638.00
Total Receivables 89,063.05








Abatement Authority  18,292.37
Loan acquisition costs-Kentucky Pollution
Abatement Authority 
Total Deferred Charges 
TOTAL ASSETS 
BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM,
KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 31,1978
LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND RETAINED EARNINGS
CAPITAL
Federal grant in aid of construction  1,240,933.29
Other contributions in aid of construction 443,468.23
Total Capital  1,684,401.52
LONG TERM DEBT
Bonds outstanding 1,644,000.00
Capital additions by refund agreement 570,701.82
Note payable -Kentucky Pollution Abatement
Authority 231,781.00
Total Long Term Debt 2,446,482.82
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued interest - long term debt 25,847.03
Accrued interest-consumer deposits  10,666.15
Consumer deposits 58,780.00
Taxes collected for state government 2,869.67
Taxes collected for schools  1,270.77
Total Current Liabilities  99,433.62
RETAINED EARNINGS 1,805,254.66
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL
AND RETAINED EARNINGS 6  035,572.62
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY




Tapping fees  23,130.00
Consumers' forfeited discounts 4  688.38
Miscellaneous revenue 4  037.82
Total Operating Income 816,169.70
OPERATING EXPENSES
Water:
Pumping and distribution 95,902.43
Salaries and wages 62,518.30
Social security, retirement
and insurance  14,282:29
Other repairs and maint  11,093.65
Transportation, utilities and other 6204.70
Total Water Expenses  190,001.37
Sewer:
Sewage plant and line repair 30,939.70
Salaries an wages 80,107.49
Social security, retirement
and insurance  14,069.05
Other repairs and maintenance  15,342.08
Transportation, utilities and other,s , 8,570.38
Total Sewer Expenses  149,021170
General and Administrative 347,7034
Total Operating Expenses 686,733.23
Net Operating Income 129,436.47
Other Income 44,702.62
.Other Deductions  118,483 08
NET INCOME TRANSFERRED
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Banana Festival Still Going Strong In Twin Cities
After seventeen years of
activity, hundreds of
thousands of visitors, and tons
of banana pudding the
International Banana Festival
in the twin cities of Fulton, Ky.
and South Fulton, Tenn. is still
going strong, gaining more
national recognition with each
passing year. The event will
be held this year from August
dr through 19.
Launched in 1963 as a
community effort to focus
attention on ape of the town's
major induskries - the shipping
and icing of bananas - civic
leaders got caught up in the
frenzy of staging America's
most unique festival and
added "international" to its
title.
And--intern-qtioical it has
become, for when modern
commerce gradually'
discontinued its banana
shipments to Fulton for icing,
the Festival did not fold, but
became a stage for a program
of people-to-people diplomacy
by having visitors from the
banana-producing countries of
Central and South America as
guests of the Festival.
There have been Latin-
American ambassadors,
editors, business people,
teachers and the always
welcome students, or
-Amigos." who have attended
the Festival. President John
F. Kennedy sent the
distinguished Averill
Harriman to observe the
Festival's unusual nature.
Yet, even if the personal ties':




1 Cattle genus sketches
4 Respite 4 Forecast
9 Hit lightly 5 Digraph
12 Diving bird 6 Southwest-
13 Ceremonies ern Indian
14 Guido's 7 Dispatched
high note ' 8 Chemical
15 Trash compound
17 Snares 9 Beverage
19 Youngsters 10 High moun-
21 Golf mound lain
22 Predeter- 11 Dance step
mine 16 Strokes
25 Renovate 18 Cane
29 Spanish artf- 20 Trap
cle ' 22 Prohibit
30 Frighten 23 Gladden
32 Loved one 24 Wear away
33 — of Pigs 26 Born
35 Figure of 27 Dined
speech 28 Mistaken
37 WWII area 31 Sagas





























































































can endure, because it is a
"people's Festival," with fun
and laughter and en-
tertainment for people in all
walks of life.
For four days in the third
week of August for the past 17
years, almost every able-
bodied adult does -their
thing" to make the Festival
bigger and better. It is un-
canny that each year some
new activity is added to make
that year's festival a little
more memorable than the
last.
For instance, this year the
ladies. of the Homemaker
groups in Fulton County are
busy sewing the designing
flags of the banana-producing
countries of Central and South
America. Insignia of the
eraintries..are being painted on
the flags by the artistic
members of the groups, while
others sew together the
colorful fabric that designates
the countries.
But the Festival is not all
serious diplomacy.
This year a free street dance
will open the Festival on
Wednesday. Also this year the
program calls for the Kiddie
parade, a banana split eating
contest, a home tour of twin-
cities homes, a flea market, a
fashion show, agricultural
exhibits, a banana bake-off, a
luncheon honoring the
governors of Kentucky and
Tennessee, arts . and crafts
exhibits, and a barbecue
luncheon in city park where
the one-ton banana pudding
will be served to nearly 10,000
guests.
There will be historical
exhibits from the two states
and from Guatemala,
Ecuador and other countries.
And from the sublime to the
ridiculous there will be a frog
contest, (for the biggest,
smallest, ugliest, prettiest,
fastest jumping, etc. ) a turtle
contest with the same
categories and a horse shoe
throwing contest.
There Will be window fairs
and a two-mile long parade
that crosses a state line and
depicts the culture and life of
nine foreign countries. .
A huge carnival opens on
Wednescley - August IS and
lasts through the entire
festival.
When the planers 1of the
International Banana Festival
begin putting together an
entertainment program to
the annual event they selet t
talent that will please fans of
all ages and every en-
tertainment preference.
As the Seventeenth Annual
Banana Festival approaches.
stars of stage and screen,
musical groups from
Broadway and television, and
recording stars prepare to
perform at the Festival for
street dances, outdoor per-




will be a performance by
Razzy Bailey and the
Aquarians who have been on
the Top 10 list for many
weeks; the Cameo Produc-
tions of New York "Musical
America:. .a program _of the
all-time favorite tunes ever
written, and the Lewis Family
Gospel Singing, now starrint,
en several televisions
programs.
In addition to the headline
performers there- will be
bands, combos and musical
groups that will perform just
-about :everywhere Festival
visitors will gather.
To open the Festival John
Fuqua and the Bluegrass
Rangers and White Caps, a
rock band will play for a free
dance on Lake Street begin-
ning at 8 p.m. on August 15.
Lake Street is in the middle of
downtown Fulton.
The Lewis Family Gospel
Singers will appear in concert
on Thursday evening August
16, at 8 p.m. at the air-
conditioned Fulton City High
School auditorium. The Lewis
Family Gospel Singers are all
one family who have been on
the gospel pinging circuit for
nearly a quarter of a century.
They have appeared in two
motion pictures, many
national television shows and
on the NBC Weekend Special
The group features "Little
Roy," one of the top, five-
string - banjo players • in --the
Nation. .
There are three generations
of Lewis' who comprise the
Lewis Family Gospel Singers.
On Friday night August 17 at
8 p.m. Razzy Bailey and the
Aquariaris wilT *sent a
performance at the Fulton
City High School auditorium.
Razzy Bailey is famous for his
popular recording of "What
Time Do You Have To Be
PFAIIITS
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VVRITE THE NEW PROPOSAL
ON THE BLACKBOARD 50
YOU CAN STUDY IT
CAREFULLY
. WOK GC)Lr,
; REAL ! ALL
• ' OURS .1
I LIKE THIS ONE... /
HATE THAT ONE... I
HATE THAT ONE, TOO.

























BACK . WE'VE GOT
PLENTY OF GOLD..
NOT MUCH SAs
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
Ars4FtlaE.r.
S21 to Apr. 19
r
Those who stayed up too late
last night may need to allot
time to catch up on domestic
tasks. Don't burn the candle at
both ends.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 201 tikikli?
If you find your interest
waning about a career in-
terest, a get-together with




(May 21 to June 20
The grass is not greener
elsewhere. Be alert and
capitalize on a money-making
opportunity. A friend may





Attend a cultural event and
save time for spiritual as well
as economic well-being.
IljEutl; 23 to Aug. 22) 4.12
You'll come up with in-
teresting answers, if you'll
spend time alone investigating
a financial proposition.
Superiors are helpful.
VIRGO(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 nr t \
• Avoid - a slip-shod work
performance. Rejuvenate
spirit by attending a social
function with a close one.
Enlarge your social sphere.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)—
You may grow weary of the
social scene. Turn attention to




His recordings and his
performances are in the top on
"Billboard," "Cashbox" and
"Record World" listings. He is
one of the fastest rising stars
on the country charts.
Saturday night August 18
Festival visitors can enjoy one




Cameo Productions of New
York has received rave
notices everywhere the group
has appeared.
The production is truly a
crowd pleaser as evidenced by
the enthusiasm and response
it has received in such
distinguished appearances at
the Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts in
Washington; with the Denver
Symphony Orchestra, McGill
University and other out-
standing musical centers.
The favorite tunes of Ger-
shwin, Kern, Berlin, Porter
and others are featured in the
concert.
In addition to the concert
productions other musical
groups will entertain for the
four-day event. "The Only
Fair Blues" band will appear
at the Fulton Country Club
reception on Friday af-
ternoon, August 17 and there
will be a disco dance as the
finale of the Festival at the
Fulton Country Club on
Saturday, August 18, begin-
lung at 9:30p.m.
Advance reserved and
general admission tickets can
be purchased by writing or
calling the Banana Festival
office, phone 472-2975 in
Fulton.
Advance reserved seats for
the Lewis Family and Razzy
Bailey are $3.00 each with
general admission at $2.00 per
ticket. Advance reserved
seats for "Musical America"
are $3.50 and general ad-
mission $2.50.
There will be a slight in-
crease for reserved and
general admission tickets
purchased at the door on the
night of the performance.
Church Report Recommends
No Homosexual Ordination
A task force report given to
the general board of the
Christian Church 4 Disciples of
Christ ) at a meeting in Cin-
cinnati. Ohio, in late July
recommended against the
ordination by the church of
avowed homosexuals.
The report said: "recent
studies have not convinced us
nor the church at large that
the ordaining of persons who
engage in homosexual
practices is in accord with
God's will for the church."
Included among those'
voting in favor was the only
person who spoke to the issue
in general session, the Idaho
mother of a homosexual son.
E. Carol Blakley said she
appreciated the sensitivity of
the task force repoit even
though she disagreed with its
conclusions.
The report now goes to the
General Assembly in St. Louis
October 26-31 with the General
-Board's recommendation that -
regions be reaffirmed in their
responsibility to assess the
"spiritual, emotional, moral,
intellectual and educational
capacities" of candidates for
the ministry. _
After the action on The- fait
force report, the general
board applauded the
Disciples' chief executive, Dr.
Kenneth I,. Teegarden, for
what was described as his
pastoral handling of an issue
that had the general assembly
in turmoil two years ago. .
In reiterating the fact that
the regions bear the
responsibility for ordination
in.o the Disciples ministry,
the report observes:
"Throughout our church
there is a general reluctance
to have the general assembly
establish doctrinal or moral
snindards for ministers."
The report also questions
the process of yes-or-no voting
in resolving an issue such as
homosexual ordination.
"If the church ever comes to
conclusions concerning
homosexuality that differ
from those now held, those
changes would be the result of
the transformation of insight
throught prayer, informed
study and discusssion rather
,than the result of votes on
resolutions."
The board asked that the
task force report be con-
sidered a substitute for a
resolution from Florida
Disciples opposing
homosexual ordination so the
latter would not have to be
voted upon.
"It is difficult to deal with
this one subject because so
many other topics are in-
tertwined with it, includinc
the meaning of ordination, Oa
source of the church's
authority, th 'principles of
biblical interpretation, the
definition of sin and the basis
for making ethical decisions,"
the report said.
AFL-CIO No. 2 Man Says
He Is In Line For Post
By OWENULLMANN
AP Labor Writer
CHICAGO API — Lane
Kirkland, the AFL-CIO's Na. 2
man for the past decade-, says
he's a candidate for the labor
federation's top_ job — if 84-
year-old president George
Meany ever vacates the post.
"I believe George Meany is
mortal, although that remains
to be proven," Kirkland said
with a 'Smile Monday in an-
nouncing for the first time that
he would run for president if









I Oct. 23 to-Nov. 2i) ntetc"
If tired of the same old
routine, make plans for travel.
The p.m. favors dating or
attendance at a cultural event.
Seek amusements.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
It's time to stop scattering
forces. A concentrated efLort
will bring success. Make hame
your castle by attending to
home improvements.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) g
Don't try to impress others
with a gift. More precious is
your willingness to share your
thoughts with, close ones.
Don't be reticent.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Efforts to impress others
with your personality bring
mixed results. However,
attention to new projects will
bring monetary rewards.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Not a time to be reclusive.
Your personality works in
your favor and may attract
new romantic interests. Enjoy
thrilling leisure hours.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both a public and private
person. Though you like the
limelight, you are inclined to
live within yourself. You can
succeed in both business and
the arts. You have terrific
drive and are a natural
money-maker. Music, pain-
ting, architecture, literature,
film, and science are some of
the fields in which you'll excel.
You like big enterprises, have
management ability, and are
thoroughly at home in the
business world. Law, banking,
and brokerage are other fields
in which you'll find happiness
and prosperity. Birthdate of:
Connie Stevens, singer; Ar-
thur J. Goldberg, statesman;
and Esther Williams, actress.
;Weeny 's heir apparent since
1969, left no impression that he
expects the ailing federation
president to end his 24-year
reign when his current term
expires in November.
"If you're talking about
scrrne hypothetical future
time, undated, when there
might be a vacancy, if
nominated, I will run: if
elected, I will serve,",
Kirkland, 57, told reporters in
Chicago, where the AFL-CIO's
executive council is holding its
annual three-day summer
meeting.
"I don't know any first mate
who is worth his salt and who
respects his trade who would
not like to be captain," said
Kirkland, a former officer in
the Merchant Marines. -I'm
no different."
Meany has been away from
work for 312 months because
of a painful hip problem that
has kept him from coming to
the policy-making council's
meeting. His absence has
triggered speculation that he
will retire.
Kirkland, regarded by most
officials in the 14-million-
member federation as a shoo-
in for Meany's job, said the
federation president "is well
on the road to recovery" and
later this week may return to
his Washington office for the
first time since mid-April.
As far as retirement, "what
his plans are, he will declare
in his own good time," said
Kirkland, who presided over
the executive council meeting
and held a news conference in
Meany's place.
Kirkland says he and Meany
have nearly identical views on
most topics, and labor ob-
servers expect the AFL-CIO to
continue in the same direction
under Kirkland.
However, the soft-spoken
Kirkland lacks Meany's fame
and flare as a public per-
sonality, and some AFL-CIO
officials question whether
organized labor will lose some
of its influence with Kirkland




LOUISVILLE:, Ky. (API -
Charles Brown of Louisville
has received $14,700 in the
largest award ever granted by
the Kentucky Crime Victim's
Compensation Board, ac-
cording to a press release
from Mayor William Stan-
sbUry's office.
Brown, a stabbing victim,
was awarded the money to
help with his hosprial costs of
more than $18,000.
The maximum award the
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• - DO-YOU-OWN ANY
IDLEDIAMONDS?
Let us reset







S 4th Murray 
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for
bustness from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 8 a.m.








At times other than
those listed above the




may be on duty.
We request that
customers observe the
business office hours in












News 8i Sports 753-1918
The Murray
Ledger& Times
GOD IS Love Bible study,
anytime Bible Facts ond
Free Store, 759-4600
NOW -OPEN! North Hills
Park Minature Golf Hours, 1
pm 1i19 pm, 7 days a week. 3
miles north of Pans on High
way 641 ,
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S. LOST 8. FOUND 
BLACK WALLET, Lost
somewhere between Poplar
and 12th street. Reward
offered. Call 753 5598. 
LOST: FE-MALE black dog,
no collar, in Center Rick*.
area. Call 436-2633. 
6. HELP WANTED 
EXPERIENCED
FINISHED carpenter,
capable of working un-
supervised, and also a top
notch cabinet maker. Apply
at Roy's Carpenter Shop by
- vatting 753 ittte. • 
EARN EXTRA money. No
investment. Take orders for
Lisa low priced jewelry. For





Reply: Titan, Box. 91688_2N,
SchauMberg, IL 60194. 
JANITOR. MUST be able to
run buffer, wOrk late hours
Write P.O. Box 32 Z. Murray,
KY.
KITCHEN HELP needed,
must be able to work 5 am til
1 pm, and weekends. Apply




minimum pay plus bonus.
Also one experienced




addressing, or typing letters
and reports. Information,
send stamped, self -
addressed envelope. Phil.
Bet, R1.3, Box 80, Room 3,
Paducah, KY 42001. 
WANTED: UNATTACHED
lady to care for invalid lady.
Home. Salary. Phone 759-
1661. 
WATSON'S FISH Market
needs full time help. Reliable
person. Call 759.1208. 
WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call
Bennett & Associates 753
7273.
WANTED, Full and Part
time day help also
preperation person Apply in
person at Burger Queen,
Hwy 641 N. 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED




ing materials on col-
lege campuses, no sell-
ing. Choose hours 5-20






708M Warren N., Seat-
tle, WA 98109, 206-282-
8111.
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage call
Bennett & Associates 753
7273
I. SITUATIONS WANTED 
RESPONSIBLE LADY
would like to babysit toddler.
iuse to University Call 753
:188





If you have achieved
success in life insurance
sales, and might be in-
terested in o manage-
ment opportunity with a -
Kentucky Company,
contact our office. Ex-
cellent fringe benefit





WANTED - FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call
Bennett & Associates 753-
7273. • 
14. WANT TO BUY 
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Call 753-7393. 
CLASS RINGS, . men $15
womens $10. Prompt
payment. Carl Wallace,
Route 4, Box 251'C, Benton,
KY 42025. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
471-8838. 
WANTED TO buy: Standing
timber, top prices paid. 489
2334. 
is. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
1 BLACK F !RESCREEN
with pull chain black curtain,
520; 1 glass fireplace en
Closure, black with brass
trim with black chain cur
'lain, used one year. $35: 1
Kroehler living room. suite,
chocolate brown color, $60.
Call 753 7379 after 6:30 pm. 
FOR SALE: Ramsey 8,000
lb wench, good condition,
$350. Tandem axle 16' utility
trailer, $550. Old VW Beetle,
runs good, $200. 753-2329. 
TRAILER for hauling light
siquiciment-Liehts.,  brakes
and licensed. Call 435-4156. 
WE HAVE used air con-
ditioners from 5,000-23,000
BTU at reduced prices. Dill's
Electric. 753-9104 or 753-1551.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
9x12 GOLD BRAIDED rug,
$25; small electric organ,
MO_ Call 759-1071 after 5 pm.
MOVING SALE. Lots of
antiques, wash stands, pie
safes, dressers, brass items,
and accessories. Phone 7S3-
4395.
MATCHING EARLY
American couch and chair,
practically new. Must sell.
Phone 753-6209. 
STUDIO COUCH, good
shape, 525. 753-5071. 
USED WASHER, good
condition. Call 753 5285 after
5 pm. 
WILL SELL good used
furniture and appliances.
The Odd Shop. 642 8250. We
buy, sell, and trade. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
0-5 CAT, excellent condition.
Call 753 6391 or 763-6311. 
303 MF COMBINE, bean and
corn headers. Also 2 ton
chevrolet truck. All in good





for beginner. Priced to sell.
Call 753.0806. 
FOR SALE: Baldwin fun
machine, perfect condition,





YAMAHA Steno, 80 Watt,
Seperate components.
Complete system including






NEED A new color tv, but
short on cash? We have a 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" for only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Claytons, J
& B Music, 753 7575.
PIERCE SIMPSON Bengal
AM SSB, CB, base or mobile
with slider New was $449,






Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
NAIRCHT $2.00 PRICE SHAVE $1.15





Flooredsond ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, o
f
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or 
U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assembfe up to 24
x 60 Buy the best for less. 
Mood From fri.




a ma tu er linear worth S1 per
watt, now only $250. 492 8834. 
STACK 3 MOSBEY'S CB
antenna, can talk to Canada
and Mexico. New S150, now
$75. 492 8831. 
.40' T.V. TOWER for sale,
complete Will install for
$275. Call 753-7765 or see at
1627 Loch Lomond Drive.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1974 DOUBLE'WIDE trailer,
24x44, to be moved. 3
bedrooms, 1/2 baths,
amplighter, unfurnished or
furnished. Call 474 2284, ask
for Tom. 
RICHARDSON 12x60, TWO
bedroom, 1! 2 baths, central
heat and air conditioning,
storm windows, drapes.
S6000. Call 759 1071 after 5
pm
x6! THREE BEDROOM, 2-
bath, partially furnished, on
108x122 lot, central air, gas
heat and cocking. Located by
East School. Call 753 8342. 
1979 14x70 VICTORIAN
MOBILE home for sale. Call
43. REAL ESTATE   50. USE0 TRUCKS 
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe pickup, 350 automatic
with air. 75,39172 from 9 til 5. 
ACRES AND acres of
woodland are included with
this 4 bedroom home in
Pottertown. You can't find a
better buy. Priced at $45,000.







Ph 901 i479-2906 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn
1977 DODGE VAN, 318 burns
regular, overhead console, 5
bucket seats, custom in
tenor, sunroof and power





and air, AM FM radio with
tape player. Michelin steel
belted radials, topper, 47,000
miles, very clean. 753 8377,
days, 753.5402 nights. 
1976 GMC, Sierra Grande
Two tone„ Power steering,
Brakes, tilt wheel air con-
ditioned, 40,000 miles, 350- V8,
53,500. Call 759.1759. 
1962 4x4 INTERNATIONAL
SCOUT, 283 Chevy engine, 3
electric pole, deep 
well. speed transmission, new
offer The Nelson Shroat Co.
a n_gaint, ijr_esAWFM radio. 911(0 useable septic tank. Make




ten Untied Feature Sreckate
354-8669 or 354-8173. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS  "Today the gas station attendant smiled
12x60 THREE BEDROOM_
1/2 bath, new carpet, newWIped the windshield and asked to chec
furniture, central heat and
air, all like new. See at Shady 
the oil. Is that a good sign?"
Oaks, no phone calls please.
30. BUS. RENTALS  43. REAP. ESTATE  
43. REAL ESTATE 
AVAILABLE IM
MEDIATELY, 1,000 square
feet in Southside Shopping
Center, next to Jim's Shoe
Outlet. 7753-6612. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
WANTED: TWO or three
bedroom trailer for rent in
country. Call 759 4084 after
five.
WANTED TO rent: 1 or 2
bedroom apartment. Write
the Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 32 B,
Murray, KY 42071. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: Furnished
apartment at New Concord,
$80 per month. Call 436-2427.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Apartment, Partial utilities
paid, no pets. Call 753 9741.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM for Rent, two blocks
from University, $65.00 per
month. Utilities included.
Boys only. Call 436-2411 or
753-4140.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
KIRKWOOD DRIVE, 3
-bedroom, family._ room,
garage, Deposit and lease
required. $300 per month.
Call 753-6245_
SC RENT OR LEASE 









PRODUCE YOUR own meat
supply. Raise rabbits from
red, white, and blue
pedigreed stock Breeding
stock available from show
quality strain. Call 753 6843.
Pleasant Grove Rabbitry.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
FOUR YEAR old saddle bred,
mare Call after 5 pm, 759.
1192. 
SHERRI'S SOAP and Shape
professional dog grooming,
104 North 13th Street_ Phone
753 0556.
SIX MONTH old Boxer
puppy for sale. 492-8741. 
SAINT BERNARD puppies,
AKC registered, $95. 1-247-
8068.
40. PRODUCE 
WHITE SWEET corn for
sale. Phone 753-5566. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
YARD SALE, 211 North 5th,
Friday and Saturday, 9 am
til ?.
YARD SALE, 603 Vine
Street, Tuesday and Wed.
nesday. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
FOR JUST you and your
honey, this low cost main
tenance free home is just the
thing! 2 bedroom cozy home
with gas or electric heat, full
basement allows room for
dad's workshop or a place for
the kids Don't forget the
garage plus a spacious and
shady .backyard Cali Guy
Spann Realty to see this good
buy in the 520's. 753-7724. 
HARRIS GROVE Com-
munity, located on Highway
1550 near intersection of
Highway 893. A very nice 2
acres with small bungalo
home. Could be very nice
with some work. We want an
offer Asking $16,000. The






mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove ju.st off
main channel of Ken-
tucky Lake. Good loca-
tion and realistic price
- $24,500. Phone Kop-








Approx. 4 wooded acres









garage, paved drive. . .
Cozy, convenient 2 BR.,
2 bath home on
lakeshore Dr. in Pine
Bluff Shores. Perfect
for retirement or week-
end retreat. Mid 20's.
2 bdr., frame house
located in the city of
Murray, idea for rental,






392 N. 121k Si.
JUST REDUCED $2500.2
family home on large lot
located near Bel Aire
Shopping Center. 2 bedroom
and 1 bath on one side and 1
bedroom apartment on
other. Or easily converted to
3 bedroom 2 baths single
family home. See today by
calling 753-1492.. Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
IDEAL FOR the busy
family... This home is almost
maintenance
tree... Beautifully paneled
inside - brick outside Large
lot with fenced backyard; a
convenient kitchen that has it
all dishwasher, disposal,
oven, surface unit,
refrigerator and large sunny
eating area. All of the best
for less • priced in the low
5.40's. Call 753 1492...Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
IDEAL STARTER
home...Stop throwing your
money away for rent. Build
equity in a home of your
own! Move into this char
ming 2 bedroom and quit
saving rent receipts. This
doll house has large kitchen
with washer and dryer and
built in dishwasher...Small
enough to be econmical but
large enough for comfort.
Call 753-1492 for your
preview. Ask about owner
financing. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Purdom & Thurman





lake view and small acre
tracts near lake at Hamlin,
KY. about 10 miles east of
Murray. All have good
building sites. This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the
balance financed at less than
bank rates. We also have
several lake area homes for
sale John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore






Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment can be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs














Need lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and it's all
situated on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It








Cherry Corners on ap-
proximately one and two
thirds acre. You will find this
comfortable 2 bedroom home
with adjacent income
property, neat as a pin. Has
deep well, garage with work
shop, good garden spot, fruit
trees, grapes, strawberries,
and raspberries One mobile
home renting for $75 month,
one mobile horre site to be
rented. Priced at $29,000.





You'll know the real
meaning of home
when you see this well-
constructed, newly








heat and air, located
on a 160x350 lot. You
must see it to ap-
preciate the quality.
Priced in the low PO's,
Phone Kopperud Real-
ty, 753-1222 or stop by
our conveniently




Walls, windows, floors and carpets, Free C•timates.
Insured and experienced. Call
7594176day or night.
LARGE LOT for sale on
Highway 299 in K irksey.
Over 1 1.2 acre with mobile
home hook up. Ideal for
mobile but could be very nice





These are a few of the
adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home.
This home is less than
2 years old, is sparkl-






air. Located one mile
north of Coldwater orr
Highway 121 North, in




We are members of
Multiple Listing Ser-
vice.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
AWAY FROM everything!
No neighbors, no noises, no
interruption - Just beautiful
nature. 7 wooded lots fron-
ting on 2 roads. We'll show
you how to get away from it
all, for only $3500. Call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
BY OWNER: 246 acres- 1/7
lendable, tobacco barn,
stripping barns, part black
top frontage, all in soy beans.
$500 per acre. Call 498-8789
after 6 pm.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
210 BARNET STREET in
Hazel, 4 rooms downstairs, 2
room upstairs. Furnished,
newly carpeted, new storm
windows and doors, new roof.
$15,000. Call 492-8353.
1. 2 BRICK, TWO bedroom
house with 2 acres. Has den,
patio, and 2 car garage which
is seperate from the house.
Located on curb road bet-
ween Olive and Hardin.
$25,000. Call 354-8191 after 5
pm.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick home in city of Murray.
Will accept motor home or
acreage as trade for equity.
753 8895.
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1973 HONDA BC-350, ap-
proximately 75 mpg. Call 753-
8342HONDA SL-70, Excellent
condition, $160 or best offer.
Call 759.1119.
YAMAHA XS 400, 1978
model, $950. Call 753-8056. 
1978 YAMAHA IT-175, good
condition. Call 753-7228. 
good condition. Call 753





1976 CHRYSLER CO -
00BA, 400 lean burn, bunlls
regular gas, leather interior,
37,000 miles, excellent gas
mileage (Was wife's car).
492.8834. 
1975 CHEVY MALIBU, 4.
door, good condition, runs
good. $1600. 435-4306. 
1973 CUTLASS S. 2-door, 350
withtit5air, sharp. 753-9872 from9
1972 DODGE
CHALLENGER, 318
automatic. 753-9872 from 9 til
5.
FOR SALE: 1978 Redbird,
special edition Firebird. AM
FM tape stereo, tilt wheel,
power and electric, great
condition. Call 753 6786 after
6 pm. 
I HAVE new, Ma' zda's R X-7,
626, GLC. call  753 0320. 
1967 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder,
real clean. call 753.7575 or
753-3277. 
1976 MERCURY Bobcat, ps,
515, and ac, 4 cylinder engine.
Priced to sell. Call 436 5347
after 4:30 pm. 




conditioned, S4200. Call 753
6865.
1978 -TOYOTA CELICA GT.
silver, 5 speed, air con
ditioned, AM FM radio, alloy
wheels, great mpg, $5100
Call 767 6155.
se. U$ED TRUCKS  
1959 CHEVROLET • TWO ton
grain bed and sides, $800
Call 753 9920. 
1974 CHEVY TANDEM
dump truck 427 5&2 tag
agile, 14 ft Rodgers bed
1965 530 Ck Case backhoe
Call 753 7396 after 6 pm. 
1975 CHEVROLET Pickup,
39000 miles, air, power, tilt
wheel, topper S3200. Call 753-
6869 after 5 pm
1
21' GILES TRAVEL trailer,
all self contained. Call 435
4490 
52. BOATS & MOTORS
FOR SALE
24' 1979 Elate Boat,
used only 4 hours, pur-
chased from Grayson
McClure Sept. 1, 1978.  
Can be seen at Ken Lake
Marina. Dockage paid
until May 1980.   Selling
for health reasons.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR,
refrigeration and air con'




roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753--
51L67CA OA ALUMINUM siding
•
and trim. Call after 6 pm,
753-1873, Jack Glover 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodefIng,
framing, aluminum siding
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BACKHOE WORK and




for planting, and yard work.
Call 753-6123. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garage's, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476--CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom--
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra.Vac steam
or dry cleaning., Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
753-5816.
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753-8407. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-
4343
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
CARPENTRY SERVICE
Whatever your needs, old or
new, quality work Call 753
0565
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas, white rocked and
graded. All kinds pea grave!
Free estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753 5.429 after 4 pm. 
DOG GROOMING. All
breeds By appointment.
Pick up and delivery Connie
Lampe, 436-2510. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates fir your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753 1966. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and-- eemmert-ia4, -call- 753-
6123. 
FOR YOUR coat needs, cell
797 8318 .or write Edward I.





spec if 'cations. Call Sears




INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER





and brown. Roofs sealed.
Also patio awnings, open or
screened in, 4vith or without
windows. -Also carports,
single and double sizes. Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, REMODELING,
painting interior and ex-
terior. Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it.
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount. Phone 753-2418, 8
am til 9 pm.
53. SE" VICES OFFERED 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Having trouble getting those
small electrical lobs done?








efficient mechanic on duty at
all times. Contact Mort
tgomery Ward Catalog Store,
753
3ET 1966W .BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
_400&_paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or ighI,17442 70267 --
NULL HAUL anything that
will fit in a pickup truck. 753-
5857 
WILL BABYSIT in my home
in Pottertown, Panaroma
Shores area. Call after 5 pm,
436-2262. 
WILLIES Interior and
Exterior Painting. For free
estimates call 759 1867. 
YOUR TREES could be
silently suffering from insect
attack and or fungus disease.
A new method of pesticide
injection to your trees can
correct most of these
problems easily and quickly
Scientific and effective. Call
today, EPA certified.
Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control, 
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE KITTENS to give
away to good , homes.
Housebroken and good
mousers. Call 436-5502. 
FREE PUPPIES! Call 489.
2669 after 6 pm. 
57. WANTED 
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
7ho7s3p. ital coverage. Call
Bennett & Associates 753
2
FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Starcroft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bew, stun and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919-




3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
sanorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!










Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MAYFIELD MURRAY WINGO
"Do Business Where Business Is Being Done
REAL ESTATEli
REDUCED. . REDUCED. . . REDUCED
Owner says SELL, 302 N. 17th St. near M.S. U. this
3 bedroom BV home is ready to move into, large
kitchen-dining area Good sized bedrooms. Shady
lot new outside storage bldg. Now asking $32,900
114
BEAUTIFULLY REMODELED
Three bedroom, B.V. and frame home Lovely wall
to wall carpeting, beautiful kitchen cabinets with
ceramic tile counter, dishwasher, built-in' range,
exhaust fan, electric heat. All new wiring and
plumbing. Yard recently landscaped. A terrific buy
at $31,500
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Warren Shropshire 753-5277 Reuben Moody 753-9036 Homer Miller 753-7519
Barbara Irwin 753-4136 hydro Moody 753 9036 B.B. Hook 753-2357
r





The funeral for Mrs. Fred
Suslel Workman of 313
Woodlawn, Murray, is being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. H. C. Chiles and the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Wayne Halley is soloist and
Mrs. John Bowker is organist.
Serving as active
pallbearers are John Bowker,
Allen McCoy, Ray Thompson,
James Overby, Bernice
Wisehart, and Pat Hackett.
Honorary pallbearers are
William J. Cooper, Frank
Rougeniont, Herman Ellis,
Glenn Wooden. _John Dale,
Adrian Cloys, Galen -Thar-
man, Jr., Bill Barker, Charlie
Lassiter, Luther Nance,
Coleman McKeel, Billy
Outland, Connie Ford, Buel
Stalls, Will Riley Furches,
John Keel, James Brown, the
Rev. Jeck Jones, the Rev. R.
J. Burpoe, Lester Nanny,
Wayne Flora, Varold
McReynolds, and deacons of
the First Baptist Church,
where she was a member.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Workman. 60, died
Sunday at 5:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She had been
stricken ill with a heart
condition on Thursday.
Survivors include her
husband, Fred; parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Cox, Sr.,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.: two
daughters, Mrs. Phillip
Rogers and Miss Leah Work-
man, Murray; one son, the
Rev. Richard Workman,
Roanoke, Va.; one sister, Mrs.
Harold C. Woods, San Antonio,
Texas; three brothers,
Raymond and Paul Cox,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., and W.
D. Cox, Jr., Paris, Tenn.: six
grandchildren:
Mrs. M. E. Steely
Dies This Morning
Mrs. Mary Emma Steely
of 731 Murray Court,
Murray, died this morning at
6:17 at the Murray-Calloway..




I Mary) Brandon, 1515 Can-
terbury, Murray, and Mrs.
James Harold (Jo Nell)
Beane, 1307 Story Avenue,
Murray; step daughter, Mrs.
Ruth Carlton; one son,
Adolphus Paschall, Hazel
Route 1; one sister, Mrs.
Noble Simmons, and one
brother, John McCullough,
both of Hazel; five grand-
children; three great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral and burial
arrangements are incomplete,
but friends may call at the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
after 5 p.m. today ( Tuesday 1.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 7, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act. 674 Est. 650 Barrows &
Gilts steady .25 lower Sows steady $1.50
higher advance on arts over 450 lbs.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs  335.75-36.00
US 2200-240 lbs. . $35.50-35.75
US 2-.1 240-260 lbs $34.50.35.50
US 24 260-280 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs









Services for Mrs. Posie I..
Collins, who died Saturday
morning at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
were held Monday- morning at
the chapel of the McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with the Rev. Roland Jones
officiating.
Pallbearers were Dan
Collins, David Collins, Blake
Harrell Barton. Bill
Peery, and Jessie Coursey.
Burial was in the Maplewood
Cemetery, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs.. Collins, 71, was a
resident of Paris, Tenn., and
was the. wife of Henry Collins
who died May 14, 1972. Born
Aug. 13, 1907, in Waverly.
Tenn., she was.theslatighter of . Outland, 509 Soutb.131.1LStrte.1...the late James T. and Emma
Beechem Lawson. She was a
member of the First Nazarene
Church.
Survivors include two sons,
Bobby Collins, Paris, Tenn.,
and Bill Collins, Mayfield; one
brother, Ruhl Lawson,
Covington four . grand-
children.
Final Rites Held -
For Mrs. Wofford
At LeDon Chapel
Final rites for Mrs. Pearl
Wofford were held Monday at
1 p.m. at the LaDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians. Paris,
Tenn., with the Rev. Roland
Jones officiating.
Pallbearers were Alvin
Hixson, George Vickery. Doug
Hastings, Elsie Hixson.
Johnny Sullivan, and Kay
Hixson. Burial was in the
Wofford Cemetery.
Mrs. Wofford, 91, Oak
Manor Nursing Home,
McKenzie, Tenn., died
Saturday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. She was .a member of
the Church of Christ.
Born May 28, la: in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late William
Love and Ellen Lyons Love.
She was married to John H.
Wofford who died in 1959,_
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Mary Ellen
Sullivan, Dearborn, Mich.,
and Mrs. Nellie Mathis,
McKenzie, Tenn.; two sons,
Dave Wofford, Paris, Tenn.,
and Garrett Wofford, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; one brother,





Funeral services for Morris
Futrell, 69, Murray Route 3,
will be held Wednesday at 1
p.m. at the *lapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Otis Jones
and the Rev. Lloyd Underhill
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery
in Trigg County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Futrell died Sunday at
7:45 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by three
sisters, Mrs. Cordie Broad-
bent. Cadiz Route 5, Mrs.
Bertha Hendon, Darden.
Tenn., and Mrs. Cornie Jones,
Murray Route 3; two brothers,
Monroe Futrell, Hopkinsville,
and Troy Futrell, St. Clair
Shores, Mich.
Bobby Outland Dies
At Age Of 42 With
Rites Here Friday
Ivan R. 'Bobby ) Outland,
42, died Monday at 1130 a.m.
at his home in Warren, Mich.
His death was due to an ap-
parent heart attack.
Mr. Outland had resided in
Warren. Mich., for the past 17
years where he was employed
by the General Electric
Company. He was a member
of the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Born Jan. 30, 1937, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Ivan Robert




Murray; one daughter, Miss
Karen Lynn Outland, and two
sons, Robert George Outland
and Ronald John Outland, all
of Warren. Mich.
The body is being returned
to the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Murray,
where funeral services will be
held Friday at 3 p.m. with the
Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




At UTM Camp Friday
The Murray High School
band will present a show at 3
p.m. Friday at the University
of Tennessee at Martin. The
band is attending band camp
at UTM this week.
One hundred thirty-five
members of the band, ac-
companied by the three
directors and six chaperones,
left Sunday for the camp and
will return Friday after the
show.
The .show will be given on .
the field adjacent to dor-
mitories G and H. which are
occupied by the local band.
Parents or others interested
in making the trip should take
the 45 east bypass at Martin,
go to the Shawnee Restaurant
and turn left, go about one-half
mile and turn right at the first
road and then travel another





Sixty members of the
Calloway County High School
Marching Band attended band
camp at Austin Peay State
University, Clarksville, Tenn.,
from July 29 to Aug. 4.
The purpose of the camp
was to perfect the routines for
the 1979 marching season. The
band's first competition will
be Aug. 18 at the Banana
Festival at Fulton when they
will be defending their 1978
first place title at the festival.
Cecil Glass is director of the
band and Jackie Miller is the
band field commander.
Local persons who were
instructors at the camp in-
cluded Cecil Glass, Shelia
Bondurant, Rick Gardner.














May be purchased from any Racer Club Member -
Hopkinsyille Federal Sayings 8, Loon, Bobby Grogan - Bank of
Murray, Tom Rushing.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP —
President Carter, wh, is
trying to use the month Jong
congressional recess to catty
support for his energy
program, was moving his
once-a-week road shoe to.
Baltimore today.
The president wants to get
his energy program through
the House and Senate as soon
as possible after the recess
ends Sept. 5. White House
staffers hope that while
congressmen are in their
home states, they will feel the
heat Carter is trying to
generate for action on energy.
WASHINGTON (AP) - - A
House Budget Committee task
force says Congress must
resist the temptation of an
-elettiOtigartaX-cutln IVO.- --
Even if today's 5.7-percent
rate of unemployment soared
to 8 percent, selective
government job-creation
programs would be more
effective than a tax cut, the
subcommittee said.
WASHINGTON (A?) — The
recent gasoline shortage was
caused by low imports of
crude oil, federal rules and
possible abuses by such
priority users as farmers, an
Energy Department report
says.
The report released Monday
said the department's own
allocation rules, based on past
sales, contributed to long lines
at some gas stations because
they did not allow for changes
in driving patterns.
INTERNATIONAL
LA PAZ, Bolivia I AP) —
Senate President Walter
Guevara Arce will be
inaugurated interim president
of Bolivia on Wednesday to
serve for one year and to hold
elections for a new president
and vice president next May.
KUALA ---LLIMPU R.
Malaysia (AP) — Vietnam





Murray Moose Lodge 02011
will hold a special enrollment
in honor of Richard G. Gallo,
recently elected Supreme
Governor of the Loyal Order
of the Moose.
The special enrollment will
be held Wednesday, Aug. 8, at
7 p.m. at the Moose Lodge on
N. 16th Street extended.
Ladies of the Moose
members are invited to sit in
Richard G. Gallo
on the enrollment according to
a spokesman for the lodge.
Gallo has sponsored more
than 500 members in the
Moose. For his outstanding
service to the Moose Fraterni-
ty, the Pilgrim Degree of
Merit, the Order's Highest
Degree, has been conferred on
him.
Gallo and his wife, Wyn, live
in Dearborn, Mich. They have
two children and three grand-
children.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP, 'USDA —
Cattle and calves estimated receipts I .400:limited slaughter steers and heifers
steady, rows steady with Monday's late
decline of 3 03-4 00. bulls steady withMonday's late decline of 2 00-3 00:daughter calves and veslers untestedearly, feeders unevenly steady to 2.011lower, prime generally on steers over nslb choice 3-4 1200-1300 lb slaughter steers56 2546 00, good and choice 2-3001-1000 lb54 C00511 M. standard and good slaughterheifers 20 7004000 lb 48 50-54 25 com-mercial cows 14 38 0045 00, daily 1-393 01-47 00; few high dressing utility 47.50.-49 25. cutter 1-2 36 50-45 75, tanner andmitttr under 800 lb 34 75-40 00. slaughterbulls 10004730 lb 50 5046 00, few thcgre250-300 sealers 72 5047 00, feed's steers
choice 170-280 lb 98 50ia7 50. 105450 lb82 0349 00. 503.700 lb 67 00-79 00. 700.046 lb61 0047 75. 550425 lb 53 2547 7s load andchoice 300-500 lb 80 00-90 CO. 500475 lb58 0040 00: good 350400 lb 50 30'7700.hetise, choice 400-500 lb 58 00-71. 50. 500440lb 6450-7200. good and choice 700400 lb65004100, 501-780 lb 52 7543 DO K..nd 399700th 54014300.
Hogs 900. harrows and gilts sterly 1o25lower. 1.2 215-120 lb 3735-37 35. 2 201-230 lb37 03-37 25, 2-3 215-340 lb 10 saran, limafully steady. 10 350450 lb la 50-29 W. 4110-870 29 0040.50. boars over 20s zs2001
Sheep 25, untested
situation in Southeast Asia
because one of the lawmakers
accused Hanoi of human
rights violations, but the
leader of the group said today
he was "very hopeful" the trip
would take place.
Vietnam invited the
delegation to Hanoi Wed-
nesday in hopes the trip would
help clarify the refugee issue
but said the invitation was
withdrawn because the
congressmen appeared in-
terested only in criticizing
Vietnam.
HAIFA, Israel (API —
Israel warned that a pro-PLO
change the United States is
reported considering for the
basic U.N. Security Council
resolution on the Arab-Israeli
conflict could scuttle the
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
NATIONAL
PORT ISABEL, Texas AP)
— The world's largest oil spill
reached U.S. beaches early
today as 'crude oil from a
runaway Mexican well
washed ashore along a
sparsely populated section of
Texas' southern coast, the
U.S. Coast Guard said.
Carroll Announces
Series Of 17 Public
Hearings In State
Gov. Julian Carroll has
announced a series of 17 public
hearings throughout Kentucky'
during August and early
September to allow citizens to
comment on their priorities
for the 1980-82 state budget.
The hearing for the Pur-
chase Area Development
District will be held at 3 p.m.
Monday, Aug. 13, in the
Mayfield High School
cafeteria.
In 1977, Kentucky held 11
meetings at which ap-
proximately 1,200 par-
ticipated.
This effort by state
government will allow citizens
an opportunity to comment, to
make suggestions and to have
input into decisions on how
their tax money is spent.
Representatives of the
governor's cabinet will attend
the hearings and will be able
to incorporate suggestions
made at these hearings into
the agencies request for
funding.
The federal revenue sharing
law requires that the





WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Grocery shoppers should find
that, for the rest of the year, 
meat prices are a little lower
than they were in the spring,
the Agriculture Department
says.
Meat prices are expected to
drop because pork production
is reaching near-record levels,
and consumer incomes are
lagging, the department said
Monday.'
Retail pork prices this fall
should average 12 percent to
15 percent below the levels of a
year ago, said the depart-
ment's outlook board.
—Ciiihrnercial hog slaughter
should average as much as 20
percent higher between now
and the end of the year, the
board said.
As for beef, the forecasters
said retail prices have started
•'to ease off' and should
continue to do so through the
fall.
No specific retail price
predictions were made.
But the department did
forecast a drop in prices for
fattened cattle from the
average $72.51 per 100 pounds
during the April-June quarter.
to a range of $65 to $68 during
the current quarter and $64 to
$67 during the final quarter.
The department's latest
preliminary figures, for the
week ending July 21, show a
national average retail price
of almost $2.28 a pound for an
"all-cuts" mix of choice-grade
beef, compared with $2.34 in
June and $2.40 in May.
The average retail pork
price was $1.42 a pound for the
first three weeks of July, $1.45
for June and $1.49 in May.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp.. of Murray, are as follows
Industnal Average ............+ 569
All Products 33% -%
Arnen ran Motors 74 + %
Ashland 39% + 4
Amencan Telephone 57,4 unc
Bonanza 3%Et 3itA
(limier 77s
Ford Motor 42% ant
10% +01
General Care  10% + v.
General Dynamite ... 40/ 37% -%
General Motors 59% +1




1 B M MI% +01
*rico 21 o213 nA
K Start 351 +01
Pen •, nwalt 3201 +41
Quaker Oats .. 24% AO
Tappan 124 +0k
Truro .1.. it  21104 +04
Wal Mart  • . 274 unc
Wendy* 17%8 ISA
one public hearing on possible
use of revenue sharing money.
The hearings which Gov.
Carroll is announcing today go
beyond the federal
requirement, in that there will
be 17 hearings and they will
cover the entire state budget,
not just revenue sharing
funds.
Kentucky expects to receive
$18.4 million in federal
revenue sharing funds for the
1980-82 biennium. This figure
reflects a substantial decrease
from the funds received for
the present biennium since
state governments are not
assured of receiving any funds
past Oct. 1, 1980. There are no
unappropriated revenue
sharing funds. •
A film explaining the budget
process and demonstrating
how a citizen can 'affect that
process will be shown before
testimony is given by citizens
at the hearing. KentuckyriS the
first state to use a film as part
of the process to explain the
state budget.
The Urban Studies Center of
the University of Louisville, in
conjunction with the state's
Office for Policy and
Management, has developed a
questionnaire which will
assist in tabulating the
opinions expressed by those
attending the public hearings.'
Five of the hearings will
specifically be held in the
evening to give more Ken-




LOS ANGELES ( AP) --
Erik Estrada, the dark,
smiling highway patrolman of
television's "CHiPs" series,
was in critical condition today
after being tossed from his
motorcycle during the filming
of a chase scene.
Estrada, 30, who plays
patrolman rank " Pon ch "
Poncherello in the NBC series,
was flown to UCLA Medical
Center by helicopter after
emergency treatment Monday
at Holy Cross Hospital in San
Fernando.
The popular actor spent at
least six hours in the
emergency room at UCLA
Medical Center before he was
moved to a surgical intensive
care unit, according to Jim
Power, nurse ctaffing
—They're still watching him
to see if he'll need surgery,"
Powers said early today.




about 4 : 35 p.m. Monday about
Mike Hartsgrove
Reports For Duty
Marine Pfc. Michael A.
Hartsgrove, son of Boyce M.
and Florence J. West of 107
Clark St., Murray, has
reported for duty with 1st
Marine Brigade, Marine
Corps Air Station, Kaneohe
Bay, Hawaii.
A 1978 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he joined
the Marine Corps in June 1977.
25 miles north of downtown
Los Angeles, as the "CHiPs"
crew filmed the first episode
of the season, a two-hour
special titled "Disco."
Witness Pat Pullurn said
Estrada's motorcycle slid out
from under him and ran into a





BROOKPORT, Ill (AP) —
Rush hour traffic across the
Ohio River between Kentucky
and Illinois was snarled for
nearly three hours Tuesday
morning.
-Massac County -sheriff's:
officials said an oversize load
of steel on a semi became
entangled in the structure of
the two-lane Irvin Cobb
Bridge which connects
Paducah and Brookport,
causing the delay. The bridge
is being used as a detour since
the Interstate 24 bridge at
Metropolis was closed Friday
because of structural defects.
Two lanes of the 1-24 bridge
have been closed since
November after cracks in the
concrete were spotted. A firm
which had the repair contract
has gone out of business, road
officials said, further delaying
the work.
New cracks were found in
welds on the remaining two
lanes of the bridge, forcing
last Friday's closing.




Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 753-3642
We Accept Visa
Master Charge
Carpet Sale All Through The Month of August
Bathroom Mirrors All Price Ranges
Solid Woods and Others
Beautiful Pictures in Stock
oos°16"°*
2 Gal. Exterior Latex
1825Only I
White Only
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